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PROBLEM A 
CHARACTERISTICS OF SULLIVAN COUNTY GRADE A MILK PRODUCERS AND THEIR FARMS 
A Special Problem in Lieu of Thesis 
In Partial Fulfillment 
of the Requirements for the Degree 
Master of Science 
by 




Sullivan County was one of several Tennessee counties participat­
ing in a statewide dairy �tudy under the guidance of the Agricultural 
Extension Training and Studies Department and the Dairy Department of 
the University of Tennessee. 
Dairying is the largest source of ag.ricultural income in 
Sullivan County. The dairy enterprise is made up of both Grade A and 
manufacturing milk producers (19: 7),.·* 
The average size of f arms for the county in 1959 was 57 acres. 
The United States Census of Agriculture for 1959 listed 2,575 farms as 
comapred to 3, 499 farms in 1954 (19). The number of Grade A milk pro­
ducers in the county has continued to decline. In March of 1963, the 
Federal Milk Market Administrator listed 74 Grade A milk producers as 
comapred to only 64 as of December, 1964 (3). Many of the small dairy­
men were selling their farms for housing development projects. 
I. TIIE SITUATION AND NEED FOR THE STUDY 
In recent years dairying has continued to rank fourth in impor­
tance as a source of agricultural income in Tennessee. Annual receipts 
*Numbers in parentheses ref er to numbered ref erences in the 
bibliography; those af ter the colon are page numbers. 
1 
2 
averaged about 85 million dollars for the period 1959- 1963. There were 
approximately 444 ,.000 dairy cows in Tennessee in 1965. Average milk 
production per Tennessee cow that year was only 4,700 pounds, while 
the average American cow was producing 7,545 pounds. Research suggests 
that production per cow of less than 6,000 pounds is unprofitable, and 
that cows producing below that amount should be culled and replaced (2). 
The _ 1959 Agricultural Census (9) showed that the number of milk 
cows and heifers in Sullivan County was decreasing. There were 9,969 
animals ·reported in 1954 and only 7,22 1 animals in 1959. Although the 
total number of milk cows had decreased, the milk and butterfat produc­
tion per cow had increased. This accounted for the increase in value 
of products sold from the dairy industry. In 1959, the value of dairy 
products sold in Sullivan County was $ 1,667,430 as compared to $988,264 
in 1954. 
Data concerning dairymen in Sullivan County were not available 
for those planning the County Extension Program. 
I I. TRE PURPOSE OF THE STUDY 
The study was designed to find out the characteristics of Grade 
A milk producers who produced in high, medium and low thirds in annual 
pounds of butterfat produced per cow in 1963. 
The present study was conducted specifically to consider educa­
tional level, age, sex, gross family income and other relevant factors 
related to high, medium and low butterfat production per cow. 
3 
III. REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
A small amount of relevant literature was found to be available 
concerning the characteristics of Grade A milk producers in Tennessee 
and neighboring state. Givan (5) found that the average Tennessee 
Grade A milk producer was 47 years old, operated a farm consisting of 
about 250 acres of land and had a herd of 41 mature cows. He also 
found that only about one percent of the sampled Grade A producers 
were under 25 years of age, and about six percent over 65, The largest 
proportion, approximately one-third, were in the 45-54 year age group. 
In a Virginia study of Grade A milk producers in 1958, it was 
found that the average dairymen was between 40 and 50 years of age, 
had 9 years of formal education, milked 40 cows in a stanchion-type 
barn, used some artificial breeding and expected to increase the size 
of his herd (11). 
Hale (6) reported in a study made in Bradley County that a 
strong relationship existed between the average production of milk per 
cow and the average tons of silage pro.duced and fed per cow. 
O'Neal (14) found by studying 20 Grade A milk producers in 
Anderson County that the level of milk production was related to the 
dairymen's managerial ability. He also found a relationship between 




A comprehensive survey (see Appendix) consisting of 45 questions, 
some containing several sub-parts, was canpleted by personal interview 
with each of the 60 Grade A milk producers in Sullivan County in 1964. 
Correct data were not available for two other dairymen. Four of the 
dairymen operated two farms or dairy operations each. Only one sur­
vey was filled out for each of the four individuals. Pounds of milk, 
pounds of butterfat and average bacterial count figures for each of 
the dairymen were obtained from the local milk producers' association 
for calendar year 1963. Dairymen studied were grouped into thirds 
based on average pounds of butterfat produced per cow in 1963 (see 
Table I). In addition to the regular survey, the interviewer answered 
eight other questions concerning the respondent after the interview 
was completed. These questions dealt with the respondent's attitude, 
level of adopting new dairy practices and how well the interviewer 
knew the respondent. In the main, data were analyzed in terms of 
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I. DEGREE TO WHICH INTERVIEWER KNEW GRADE A MIU{ PRODUCERS 
The interviewer rated each respondent as to how well he knew 
him. Table II shows that 52 percent of the dairymen were know at 
least "fairly well," 31 percent "not very well," _and 17 percent "not 
at all," Fifteen percent of the high producers and 70 percent of the 
low producers were known "not at all" or "not very well." 
II. RESPONDENT ATTITUDE TOWARD SURVEY 
Table III shows that 78 percent of the respondents had a 
"friendly" attitude toward the survey. There were 3 dairymen who had 
"indifferent" attitudes 1 one in each group, 
II I. EDUCATIONAL LEVEL 
The average grade level for high producers (12.0) exceeded both 
the �verage levels for medium (10.0 grades) and low (10.4 grades) pro­
ducers (see Table IV). 
There was qui�e a range in educational level among the 60 dairy­
men. One dairymen was in the "l - 4" grade level; while, at the other 
end of the scale 1 another held a "bachelor's" degree. Twenty were in 
the �'12" grade level, 
6 
TABLE II 
DEGREE TO WHICH INTERVIEWER KNEW ALL SULLIVAN COUN'IY DAIRYMEN 
INTERVIEWED, HIGH, MEDIUM AND LOW PRODUCERS 
BY NUMBERS AND PERCENTS* 
Degree to Which Al 1 Dairymen High Medium Low 
7 
Interviewer Knew Interviewed Producers Producers Producers 
Respondent No. % No. % No. % No. % 
Very well 1 2 1 5 0 0 0 0 
Fairly well 30 so 16 80 8 40 6 30 
Not Very Well 19 31 1 5 11 55 7 35 
Not At All 10 17 2 10 1 5 7 35 
Total 60 100 20 100 20 100 20 100 
* 
Percents are rounded to nearest whole number. 
TABLE III 
INTERVIEWER'S ESTIMATE OF THE ATTITUDES OF ALL SULLIVAN COUNTY 
DAIRYMEN INTERVIEWED, HIGH, MEDIUM AND WW PRODUCERS TOWARD 
THE SURVEY BY NtMBERS AND PERCENTS* 
Attitude All Dairymen High Medium Low 
8 
Toward the Interviewed Producers Producers Producers 
Survez .. ·No. "% No. % No. % Ko. % 
Fri.endly 47 78 16 80 17 85 14 70 
Somewhat 
Friendly 10 17 3 15 2 10 5 25 
Indifferent 3 5 l ·s 1 5 1 5 
Total 60 100 20 100 20 100 20 100 
*Percents are rounded to nearest whole number. 
9 
TABLE IV 
EDUCATI�L LEVELS OF ALL SULLIVAN COUNTY DAIRYMEN INTERVIEWED, 
HIGH, MEDI tM AND LOW PRODOCERS BY NtMBERS AND PERCENTS , 
AND AVERAGE EDUCATIONAL GRADE LEVELS* 
All Dairymen·• High Medium Low 
Educational Interviewed Producers Producers Producers 
Grade Level No. % No. % No. % No. %' 
1-4 (elementary) l 2 0 0 0 0 1 5 
5�7. 4 7 l 5 3· 15 0 0 
8 14 23 1 5 6 30 7 35; 
9-11 8 13 3 15 3 15 2 10 
l2 20 33 9 45 5 25 6 30 
1-3 (college) 12 20 6 30 2 10 4 20 
Bachelor's 1 2 0 0 l 5 0 0 
Total 60 100 20 100 20 100 20 100 
Average Educational 
Level '10.8 12 .. 0 10.0 10.4 
grades grades grades grades 
*Percents are rounded to nearest whole number. 
10 
Of the 20 high producers. 18 had an educational grade level of 
"9 - 11 or more." The largest number of lower producers had a grade 
level of "8." 
IV. AGE GROUPS 
Table V shows that the average age of all producers interviewed 
was 47 years. The average age of high producers was 43 years; for 
medium was 49 years; and for low was 51 years, 
Only nine producers, 5 of them high producers, were under 35 
years of age. Two were "65 or more" years old, one each in medium 
and low categories. 
The age category which inclnded the largest percentage of 
dairymen was the "45 - 54" bracket with 38 percent. 
V. GROSS FAMILY INCOME 
As pointed oat in Table VI, there were 7 producers who had 
gross family incomes of "$2,000 - $3 1 999." Only four producers did 
not answer the question. While only 15 percent of the high producers 
had incomes u�der $8,000, 30 percent of the medium and 40 percent of 
the low groups had such incomes. 
When average gross f am Uy incomes for the three gro.ups are com­
pared, it is noted that high producers had a considerably higher one 
($16,700) than did either medium ($14,053) or low ($10,059). 
11 
TABLE V 
AGE GROUPS OF ALL SULLIVAN COUNTY DAIRYMEN INTERVIEWED, HIGH, 
MEDIUM AND LOW PRODUCERS BY NtMBERS AND PERCENTS, 
AND A VE RAGE AGES 
A 11  Dairymen High Medium Low 
Interviewed Producers Producers Producers 
C
t
lte_go_ry No. % No. % No. % No. % 
Under 25 2 3 1 5 1 5 0 0 
25 - 34 7 12 4 20 2 10 1 5 
35 - 44 13 22 7 35 3 15 3 15 
45 S4 23 38 4 20 8 40 11  55 
55 - 64 13 22 4 20 5 25 4 20 
65 or more 2 3 0 0 1 5 1 5 
Total 60 100 20 100 20 100 20 100 
Average age 47 years 43 years 49 years 51 years 
'irFercents are rounded to nearest whole number. 
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TABLE VI 
TOTAL 1963 GROSS FAMILY INCOMES OF·ALL SULLIVAN COUN'IY DAIRYMEN 
INTERVIEWED, HIGH, MEDIUM AND LOW PRODUCERS BY NUMBERS 
AND PERCENTS, AND AVERAGE INCOMES* 
Al 1 Dairymen High Medium Low 
Family Income Interviewed Producers Producers Producers 
Cate�ory No. % No. % No. % No. % 
Not Answered 4 7 0 0 1 5 3 15 
$2,000-3,999 7 11 3 15 2 10 2 10 
$4,000-5,999 5 8 0 0 1 5 4 20 
$6,000-7,999 5 8 0 0 3 15 2 10 
$8,000-9,999 4 7 2 10 2 10 0 0 
$10,000-11,999 7 12 1 5 3 15 3 15 
$12,000-13,999 8 13 2 10 3 15 3 15 
$14,000-15,999 5 8 3 15 2 10 0 0 
$16,000-17,999 1 2 0 0 1 5 0 0 
$18,000-19,999 3 5 1 5 0 0 2 10 
$20,000-21,999 3 5 2 1 0 0 1 5 
$22,000-23,999 3 5 2 10 1 5 0 0 
$24,000-25,999 2 3 2 10 0 0 0 .o 
$26,000-29,999 1 2 1 5 0 0 0 0 
$30,000-49,999 1 2 1 5 0 0 0 0 
$50,000-99,999 1 2 0 0 1 5 0 0 
Total 60 100 20 100 20 100 20 100 
Average for Those 
Reporting $13,786 $16,700 $14,053 $10,059 
* are rounded to nearest whole number. Percents 
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VI. SEX GROUPS 
Of the total number of respondents interviewed there were 55 
males and 5 females. One woman fell in the medium and 4 in the low 
production groups. From the data presented, the men appear to be higher 
producers (as Grade A dairymen) than the women. 
VII. MAJOR OCCUPATIONS 
Seventy-three percent of the dairymen interviewed were classified 
as "full-time farmers." In Table VII, it is seen that relatively little 
difference existed in the three production groups compared. 
Major occupations appeared to have no visible relation to produc­
tion though full-time farmers did predominate. 
VIII. MAJOR FARM ENTERPRISES 
Dairying was the major farm enterprise for 85 percent of the 
60 dairymen interviewed. The other 9 fell into the following cate­
gories: Tobacco - l; nonfarm.er - I; other - 7. The "other" cate­
gory consisted of people who were employed by local industry and 
dairying was not their major source of income. 
Little difference was noted when production groups were compared. 
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TABLE VII 
MAJOR OCCUPATIONS OF ALL SULLIVAN COUNTY DAIRYMEN INTERVIEWED, 
HIGH, MEDitJ.1 AND LOW PRODUCERS BY NUMBERS AND PERCENTS* 
Al 1 Dairymen High Medium Low 
Major Interviewed Producers Producers Producers 
OccueatioJt No. % No. % No. % No. % 
Full".'"time Farmer 44 73 14 70 16 80 14 70 
Part-time Farmer 7 12 3 15 1 5 3 15 
Business Man 3 5 2 10 1 5 0 0 
Housewife or Widow 3 5 0 0 1 5 2 10 
Other 3 5 ,1 5 1 5 1 5 
Total 60 100 20 100 20 100 20 100 
*Percents are rounded to nearest whole number. 
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IX. TOTAL FARM ACREAGE 
Data in Tabl e VIII point out the fact that the size of farms 
of high producers (204 acres) averaged slightly higher than those in 
medium (180) and l ow groups (199). However, it shoul d be noted that 
more than two-thirds 00 percent) of the higher producers had farms 
total ing '1ess than 200 acres; while onl y about one-half (55 percent) 
of the low producers had farms so smal l .  
X. TOTAL CROPLAND ACREAGE 
Cropl and acreage was somewhat limited on al most al l Grade A 
farms in the county. Fifty-two percent of the farms fel l in the "50-
99" acre interval ; whil e only 5 percent had in excess of 300 acres of 
cropland. When production groups were compared, littl e difference was 
noted in average acres of cropl and. (See Tabl e IX) 4 
XI. NUMBER OF COWS MILKED 
The average size of mil king herd for al l dairymen was 35 cows. 
The "12 - 29" cow herd size was the most popul ar category since 43 
percent were incl uded. 
Study of Tabl e X shows that there was l ittl e difference to be 
seen when high, medium and l ow producers were compared on the basis of 
size of herd. 
TABLE VIII 
TOTAL FARM ACREAGE CATEGORIES OF ALL SULLIVAN COUNTY DAIRYMEN 
INTERVIEWED, HIGH, MEDitM AND LOW PRODUCE'RS BY NUMBERS 
AND PERCENTS , AND A VE RAGE FARM ACRE_S * 
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Total Farm Al 1 Dairymen High Medium Low 
Acreage Interviewed Producers ·Producers ··Producers 
Interval No. % No. % No. % No. % 
50-99 9 15 1 5 5 25 3 15 
100- 149 15 25 9 45 4 20 2 10 
150- 199 13 22 4 20 3 15 6 30 
200-249 6 10 1 5 2 10 3 15 
250-299 6 10 2 10 3 15 1 5 
300-349 7 12 0 0 2 10 5 25 
350-399 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
400-449 1 l 0 0 1 5 0 0 
450-499 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
500-549 3 5 3 15 0 0 0 0 
Total 60 100 20 100 20 100 20 100 
Average Acres 
in Farm 194 204 180 199 
*Percent� are rounded to nearest whole number. 
TABLE IX 
TOTAL CROPLAND ACREAGE �TEGORIES OF ALL SULLIVAN COUNTY 
DAIRYMEN INTERVIEWED, HIGH , MEDilM AND LOW PRODUCERS 
BY NlMBERS AND PERCENTS, AND AVERAGE ACRES* 
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Total Cropland All Dairymen High Medium Low 
Acreage Interviewed Producers Producers Producers 
Interval No. % No. % No. % No. % 
0-49 4 7 3 15 0 0 1 5 
50-99 27 45 8 40 11 55 8 40 
100-149 14 23 5 25 4 20 5 25 
150-199 9 15 2 10 3 15 4 20 
200-249 3 5 0 0 1 5 2 10 
250-299 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
300-349 2 3 l 5 1 5 0 0 
350-399 1 2 l 5 0 0 0 0 
Total 60 100 20 100 20 100 20 100 
Average Acres 
.In C.ropland 112 112 113 112 
*Percents are rounded to nearest whole number. 
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TABLE X 
TOTAL NtMBERS OF COWS MII.KED BY ALL SULLIVAN COUN'IY DAIRYME N 
INTERVIEWED ,  HIGH , MEDHM AND IJJW PRODUCERS IN 1963 
BY N0.1BERS AND PE RCENTS , AND A VE RAGE 
HE RD SIZE* 
Herd S ize All Dairymen High Medi um Low 
Interval in Interviewed Producers Pro.ducers Producers 
Numbers of Cows No. % No. % No. % No. % 
12-29 26 43 8 40 12 60 6 30 
30-49 25  42 9 45 5 25  1 1  55 
50-69 6 10 2 10 2 10 2 10 
70-100 3 5 1 5 1 5 1 5 
Total 60 100 20 100 20 100 20 100 
Average 
Herd S ize 35 cows .. 34 cows 32 cows 38 cows 
*Percents are rounded to nearest whole number . 
Registered � 
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Nearly one-third (32 percent) of the dairymen reported no 
registered cows in their herds . However , only l high producer did not 
have registered cows - 40 percent of those in the medium and 50 perc�nt 
of those in the low groups so reporting . Eighty-five percent of the 
high producers had more than 10 registered cows , for an average of 23; 
while only 25  percent of the low producers had more than 10 cows for 
an average of 6 per herd (see Table XI) . 
� � registered �• Thirty-two percent of dairymen inter­
viewed did not milk any registered cows in 196 3 ,  Only l high producer 
reported not milking any registered cows. There were 8 medium producers 
and 10 low producers without registered milk cows . 
Table XII shows the largest number of registered cows to be of 
the Holstein breed . There were 8 registered Guernsey herds . Eleven 
dairymen reported having both Guernsey and Holsteins , 
The high producers milked more registered Holsteins than the 
medium or low producers. Also , _four of the Guernsey dairymen were in 
the high production level com p�red with 3 and l for medium and low 
producers , respectively. 
Grade A milk producers of Sul livan County are us ing primarily 
two breeds of dairy animals . There were no registered Jersey ' s , Brown 
Swiss or Aryshires . 
TABLE XI 
TOTAL Nl:MBERS OF REGISTERED COWS MIIKED BY ALL SULLIVAN COUNTY 
DAIRYMEN INTERVIEWED,  HIGH , MEDil:M AND LOW PRODUCERS IN 
1963 BY NtMBERS AND PERCENTS , AND AVERAGE NUMBERS* 
Numbe r of All Dairyme n High Medium Low 
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Registered Inte rviewed Producers Producers Producers 
Cows Milked No . % No . % No. % No . % 
0 19 32 1 5 8 40 10 50 
1-9 14 23 2 10 7 35 5 2 5  
10-19 12 20 7 35 3 15 2 10 
20-29 9 15 5 2 5  2 10 2 10 
30-39 3 5 2 10 0 0 1 5 
40-49 2 3 2 10 0 0 0 0 
70-75 1 2 1 5 0 0 0 0 
Total 60 100 20 100 20 100 20 100 
Average 
Number 12 cows 23 cows 6 cows 6 cows 
*Percents are rounded to nearest whole number . 
TABLE XII 
BREEDS OF REGISTERED COWS MILKED IN 1963 BY ALL SULLIVAN COUNTY 
DAIRYMEN INTERVIEWED ,  HIGH , MEDIUM AND LOW PRODUCERS 
BY NUMBERS AND PERCENTS* 
Breed of All Dairymen High Medium Low 
Registered Interv iewed Producers Producers Producers 
Cows No. % No. % No.  % No . % 
None 19 32 l 5 8 40 10 50 
Guernsey 8 13 4 20 3 1 5  1 5 
Holstein 19 31 10 50 6 30 3 1 5  
Jersey 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Other 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Guernsey and 
Holstein 1 1  18 4 20  3 1 5  4 20 
Guernsey, 
Holstein and/ 
or Jersey 2 3 1 5 0 0 1 5 
Holstein and 
Jersey 1 2 0 0 0 0 1 5 
Total 60 100 20 100 20 100 20 100 




The average number of Grade cows milked by the 60 dairymen was 
23. The h igh producers had an average of only 12 grade cows J medium, 
27 ; and low producers had the highest number w ith 31. 
This bears out the apparent relationsh ip between milk production 
and the number of registered cows mi lked as indicated above in Table 
XI. 
Breed � grade �• As shown by data in Table XIII there were 
20 percent of the h igh producers had no grade cows at all . Seventy 
p.ercent of the high producers did milk some grade Guernseys , Holsteins 
or both as compared to 55 percent of the low producers . 
More of the medium and low producers milked grade cows than 
registered cows . Members of these production groups also used some 
grade Jersey and Brown Swiss co�s . Some milked all four breeds , 
There seems to be a relationsh ip between h igh milk production 
and numbe r of regis tered cows m i lked . 
XI I .  HEI FERS ONE YEAR OLD OR OLDER 
Table XI V gives the total number of he ifers one year or older 
kept by the 60 dairymen . Three of the dairymen bough t al l of their 
replacement animals . The larges t number of heifers kept was in the 
" l  - 10" bracket ,  only 3 dairymen (high producers) haviz:,.g more than 
21 he ifers .  
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TABLE XIII 
BREEDS OF GRADE COWS MILKED IN 1963 BY ALL SULLIVAN COUNTY 
DAIRYMEN INTERVIEWED, HIGH , MEDIUM AND LOW PRODOCERS 
BY NUMBE RS  AND PERCENTS* 
Breed of · . · .Al 1 Da�rymen High Medium Low 
Grade Interviewed :Producers . .  ·:Producers Producers 
C.ows No. % No•- % No. % No , % 
None 4 7 4 20 0 0 0 0 
Guernsey 3 5 1 5 2 10. 0 0 
Holstein 16 27 8 40 2 10 6 30 
Guernsey and 
Holste in 17 28 5 25  7 35 5 25  
Guernsey , 
Holstein and/ 
or Jersey 13 22 2 10 5 25  6 30 
Holste in and 
Jersey 3 5 0 0 3 15  0 0 




or other 2 3 0 0 0 0 2 10 
All Four Above 1 2 0 0 1 5 0 0 
Al l  Four and 
Other 1 l 0 0 0 0 l 5 
Tot al 6 0  100 20 100 20 1 00 20 100 
*Percents are rounded to nearest whole number . 
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TABLE XIV 
TOTAL NUMBERS OF HEIFERS ONE YEAR OR OLDER KEPT BY. ALL SULLIVAN 
COUNTY DAIRYMEN INTERVIEWED , HIGH , MEDITIM AND tmf P·RODUCERS 
IN 196 3 BY NUMBERS AND PERCENTS , _ AND AVERAGE NUMBERS* 
Number of All Dairymen High Medium Low 
Heifers Interviewed Producers Producers Producers 
Keet . No . % No . % No •. % No. % 
0 3 5 0 0 3 15 0 0 
l"".'10 37 62 11 55 12 60 14 70 
11-20 17 28 6 30 5 2 5  6 30 
21-30 2 3 2 10 0 0 0 0 
31-40 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
4 1-50 1 2 1 5 0 0 0 0 
Total 60 100 20  100 20 100 20 100 
Average 
Number Kept 9 heifers 12 heifers 7 heifers 8 heifers 
*Percents are rounded to nearest whole number. 
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The high producers kept the largest average number o f  heifers 
for replacement animals (12 ? • This may be due to the fact that this 
group of producers had been using artificial insemination longer than 
most of  the medium (7 heifer average) and low (8 heifer average) pro­
ducers . 
Registered Heifers 
Fewer of the medium and low producers were found to be keeping 
registered he ifers than was true for high producers . This may be 
related to the fact that these groups also had fewer regristered cows . 
The high producers kept an average o f  9 registered heifers ; whereas . 
the medium and low �roduc�rs had an average of  only 1 each . 
� � registered 1heifers � Table XV shows that more high 
producers in Sullivan County kept registered heifers than was true 
' 
for medium (40 percent) or low (45 percent) did not own any registered 
heifers of  any breed . 
The dairymen who had registered heifers were rais ing the 
animals from cows in their herds . They were primarily Guernsey and 
Holstein heifers . Four producers had he ifers o f  the above breeds 
plus Jerseys .  
The general trend o f  dairymen in the county was to go to one 
breed of  cows , either Guernsey or Holstein . 
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TABLE XV 
BREEDS OF REGISTERED HEIFERS KEPT IN 196 3  BY ALL SULLIVAN COUN'IY 
DAIRYMEN INTERVIEWED,  HIGH, MEDHM AND LOW PRODOCERS BY 
NIMBERS AND PERCENTS* 
Breed of Al 1 Dairymen High Medium Low 
Regi stered Interviewed Pro.duce rs Producers Producers 
Heifers No. % No . % No! % No. % 
None 25 42 2 10 12 60 11 55 
Guernsey 9 15  5 2 5  2 10 2 10 
Hol stein 22 37 13 6 5  5 25  4 20 
Guernsey and 
Holste in 3 5 0 0 1 5 2 10 
Gue rnsey,  
Holstein and/ 
or Jersey 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 5 
Total 60 100 20 . 100 20 100 20 100 
*Percents are rounded to neare st whole number. 
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Grade Re if ers 
Ninety-five percent of the low producers had an average of 7 
g rade he ifers one year of age or older per herd ; 70 percent of the 
medium had 5 per herd,  and 70 percent of the high had only 3 per herd , 
on the average . Th is further points to the probable merits of tee.ping 
more registered heifers as indicated earl ier above. 
Breed .2!_ grade heifers . Three medium and low producers reported 
not · having any grade heifers . The Grade A dairymen are keeping fewe r 
grade heifers and more registered heifers for her replacements. 
Holstein heifers kept far exceed all other breeds. Guernseys 
are second in popularity with a Brown Swiss or Jersey widely scattered. 
Table XVI gives the results. 
nn. HEIFERS UNDER ONE YEAR OF AGE 
Table XVII shows that the average number of heifers kept under 
one year of age was about the same as that for heifers kept that we re 
one year old or older (Table XIV) o When p roduction groups were com­
pared, again it was noted that more high producers kept an average of 
more heifers per he rd (12) than medium (7) or low (8) . 
Registered Heifers 
The average number of registered heifers under one year of age 
was 4 for all dairymen. More high producers (95 percent) had an average 
of 9 with only 1 each for the medium ( 25 percent reporting) and low 
TABLE XVI 
BREEDS OF GRADE HEI FERS KEPT IN 196 3 BY ALL S ULLIVAN COUNTY 
DAI RYMEN INTERVIE"WED ,  HIGH , MEDIUM ,  AND LOW PRODUCERS 
BY NtMBERS AND PERCENTS *  
Breed of All Dairymen High Med ium Low 
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Grade Interviewed Producers Producers Producers 
He ife rs No . ,, No . % No . % No. % 
None 9 1 5  6 30 2 10 1 5 
Guernsey 6 10 2 10 3 1 5  1 5 
Holstein 30 50 1 1  55 9 45 10 50 
Guernsey and 
Holstein 9 15  1 5 3 1 5  5 25 
Guernsey , 
Holstein and/ 
or Jersey 4 7 0 0 2 10 2 10 
Holstein and 
Jersey 1 2 0 0 1 5 0 0 




sey or other l l 0 0 0 0 l 5 
Total 60 100 20 100 20 100 20 100 
*Percents are rounded to nearest whole number . 
TABLE XVII 
TOTAL NUMBERS OF HEIFERS UNDER ONE YEAR OF AGE KEPT  BY ALL 
SULLIVAN COUNTY DAIRYMEN INTERVIEWED,  HIGH ,  ME DIOM 
AND LOW PRODUCERS IN 196 3 BY NtMBERS AND 
PERCENTS , AND AVERAGE NUMBERS* 
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( 30 percent reporting heifers) producers .  
Most of the dairymen had mixed herds (registered and grade cows) 
and tended to keep heifers from the higher producing cows, whether 
registered or not . 
Grade Heifers 
The average numbe.r of grade heifers under one year kept by all 
dairymen was s .  
The medium ( 6  heifers) and low ( 7  heifers) producers had an aver­
age of more grade heifers than the high producers (only 3) . 
XIV. BULLS KEPT 
Seventy-eight percent of the dairymen did not keep a bull , while 
18 percent reported keeping 1 bull and four percent had 3 or more . 
Table XVIII shows the numbers of bull s kept according to high . 
medium and low production categorie s .  
East Tenne s see Artificial Breeders As sociation had been formed 
in the county in 1947 . Many of the small dairymen were using artificial 
breE!.ding 100 percent . The dairymen who kept a bull reportedly used 
him to breed heifers ,  cows that were hard to settle artif icially . or 
cows from which they didn ' t  de sire to keep a replacement calf . Since 
heat periods of yearling heifers turned out to pasture are often hard 
to detect • some said they ran a bull with the heifers for breeding 
purposes . 
TABLE XVIII 
TOTAL NUMBERS OF BULLS KEPT BY ALL SULLIVAN COUNTY DAIRYMEN 
INTERVIEWED,  HIGH , MEDIUM AND LOW PRODUCERS IN 1963 
BY NUMBERS AND PERCENTS , AND AVERAGE NUMBERS* 
Number . of All Dairymen High Medium Low 
3 1  
Bulls Interviewed Producers Producers Producers 
Kept No . % No . % . No. % No .  % 
0 47 78 14 70 15 75 18 90 
1 1 1  18 5 25  4 20 2 10 
2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
3 1 2 1 5 0 0 0 0 
4 1 2 0 0 1 5 0 0 
Total 60 100 20 100 20 100 20 100 
Average Number 
of Bulls Kept 1 .4  1. 3 1 . 6  1 . 0  
*Percents are rounded to nearest whole number . 
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Al l of the high producers who kept bul ls we re us ing a regi stered 
bul l . The medium and low producers were us ing both registered and 
grade bulls . 
Breed of Registered Bul l s  
Fourteen da irymen reported owning registered bull s .  Four were 
Guernseys and 10 Hol ste ins . Only 1 Guernsey bull was kept by a medium 
or low producer .  This indicates that only the high Guernsey producers 
are keeping bul l s ; whereas high , medium and low Hol ste in producers are 
keeping bul l s .  
Breed of Grade Bul l s  
Four grade Hol ste ins and 2 grade Jersey bul l s  are all  that were 
kept by the da irymen interviewed . One Hol ste in bul l  was kept by a 
med ium producer and 3 by low producers . The Jersey bul l s  were kept by 
low producers . 
The author did not see any of the grade bul l s , but if they are 
of poor qual ity this may account for part of the reason why these pro­
ducers are in the medium and low categories . 
XV . TYPE OF MILKING FACILITIES 
Table XIX shows that 65 pe rcent of da irymen interviewed used 
the "stanchion" milk barn . Al l other dairymen were using the newer 
type milking parlor or "elevated sta l l " .  
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TABLE XIX 
TYPES OF MILKING FACILITIES USED BY ALL SULLIVAN COUNTY DAIRYMEN 
INTERVIEWED , HIGH ,  MEDit:M AND LOW PRODUCERS BY Nt:MBERS 
AND PERCENTS* 
Type of All Dairymen High Medium Low 
Milking Interviewed Producers Producers Producers 
Faciliti No. % No. % No . % No • .  % 
Stanchion 38 63 13 65 12 60 13 65 
Elevated Stall 2 1  35 7 35 7 35 7 35 
Stanchion and 
Elevated 1 2 0 0 1 5 0 0 
Total 60 100 20 100 20 100 20 100 
*Percents are rounded to nearest whole number . 
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The type of milking facilities u sed did not appear to affect 
milk production .  There is no appreciable difference to be seen when 
high , medium and low producers are compared . 
XVI . SIZE OF BULK TANK 
A l l  Grade A milk  producer s of  Sull ivan County who shipped milk 
to any of  the plants had bulk  tanks . The producers  who ma rketed their 
milk through the Southe� s t  Milk  Producers As sociation were to ld to have 
bulk tanks by January 1958 . * 
Table XX shows that 7 2  percent of  the dairymen interviewed had 
bulk tanks with a capacity between 250-499 gal lons . There appea red to 
be no appreciable dif ference between the high , medium and low producers 
who al  1 appeared to use the "popular'' . size of  tanks . The medium and 
low producer s reportedly had mo re need fo r the la rger tanks during the 
peak milk  production period of  the spring months . Throughout the 
remainder of  the yea r some of these producers cou l d  have used sma l ler 
tanks . 
XVII . PIPELINE S YSTEM AND WEIGHING DEVICES 
As seen in Table XXI , only 17 percent of the dairymen interviewed 
had pipeline milk sys tems . The other 83  percent of  the producers were 
ca rrying the mil k  to the bu lk  tank . 
*Statement made by Mr . Cha rles Kilby in a personal interview 
granted in October 1965 . 
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TABLE XX 
NUMBERS AND PERCENTS OF ALL SULLIVAN COUNTY DAIRYMEN INTERVIEWED , 
HIGH, MEDi rM AND LOW PRODUCERS HAVING BULK . TANKS . OF 
DI FFERENT S IZES* 
Size of All Dairymen High Medium Low 
Bulk Tank Interviewed Producers Pro.duce rs Producers 
(gal . )  No . % N o .  % No . % No. % 
100-249 9 15 2 10 4 20 3 15 
2 50-499 43 72  14 70 14 70 15 75 
500-749 7 11  4 20 1 5 2 10 
750-999 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1000-1249 1 2 0 0 1 5 0 0 
Total 60 100 20 100 20 100 20 100 





































































































































































































































































































































































Of  the 10  produce rs having pipe line systems onl y 2 had a weighing 
device on the system . Both of them used the weighing devices to weigh 
the milk produced f rom each cow milked . They we re in high and medium 
- categories . 
XVII I  • . KIND - OF_ SILO 
Table XXII shows that 1 2  pe rcent of the produce rs did not have 
silos - only  one of the high produce rs did not have a si lo . 
The trench silo  was the most popula r  kind in _ the county- for 
dairymen with 48 pe rcent using this type or in combination with up right. 
More high produce rs had up right silos than - othe rs . 
XIX . STORAGE · CAPACITY . FOR SILAGE 
None of the dairymen . interviewed who had silos had less than 50 
tons of storage capacity avail able . Twenty-seven pe rcent had a storage 
capacity _ in the interva l of "200-299"  tons . High produce rs averaged 
more capacity ( 282  tons) than did medium ( 1 98 . tons) or low ( 1 9 7  tons ) 
produce rs . 
XX . SOURCE OF WATER FOR COWS 
None of the dai rymen interviewed had drinking cups in the ba rn 
as a source of ·wate r  for their cows . Al 1 of the dairymen used a stan­
chion or an e levated . sta l l  milking pa rlor for milking and a fte r mil king 
the cows we re removed to a loa fing shed or ba rn . Nine produce rs had 
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TABLE XXI I 
NUMBERS AND PERCENTS OF ALL SULLIVAN COUNTY DA.IRYMEN INTERVIEWED ,  
HIGH ,  MEDIUM AND LOW PRODUCERS RAVING DIFFERENT KINDS OF S I LO* 
All Dairymen High Medium Low 
Type of Interviewed Producers Producers Producers 
S ilo No . % No . % No. % No. % 
None 7 12 1 5 4 2 0  2 10 
Upright 13 22 7 35 4 20 2 10 
Trench 23 38 9 45 6 30 8 40 
Bunker 8 13 1 5 3 15 4 20 
Upright and 
Trench 6 10 1 5 3 15 2 10 
Upright and 
Bunker 2 3 1 5 0 0 1 5 
All Three l 2 0 0 0 0 1 5 
Total 60 100 20 100 20 100 20 100 
*Percents are rounded to nearest whole number . 
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water troughs in the l oafing area. None of the producers used a pond 
as the onl y source of water. Ten watered their cows from a nearby 
stream. 
XXI . AMO UNT OF LOAFI NG BARN AREA 
One l ow producer provided l ess than 30 square feet of l oaf ing 
barn area. Tabl e ' XXI II  shows that 67 percent had adequate l oaf ing 
area per cow with 60 or more square feet. 
Three of the high producers had "box (free) stal l s" for their 
cows. The stal l s  are becoming more popul ar as bedding becom es harder 
to find and higher in price . 
XXI I . PERSON DOI NG MILKI NG 
Of  the 60 dairymen interviewed in S ul l ivan County , 26 had 
tenants doing the mil king . S urprisingl y, 12 were among the high pro­
duce rs. Tabl e XXIV points out that there must have been some good 
tenants who were getting high mil k and butterf at production. Where 
the owner and tenant both mil ked there were 2 in the high group with 
5 each in the medium and l ow. 
XXI I I . WAY MILKER WAS PAID 
As indicated in Tabl e XXV , it was f el t  that there might be 
a rel ationship between mil k production and the . way mil kers were paid. 
Thirty-seven percent of the dairymen did their own mil king. Fifty 
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TABL E XXIII 
NUMBERS AND PERCENTS OF ALL S ULLIVAN COUNTY DAIRYMEN INTERVI E.WED , 
HIGH, MEDIUM AND LOW PROD UCERS HAVING DIFF ERENT AMOUNTS OF 
LOAFING BARN. AREA PER COW* 
Loafing B arn 







70 or more 














High Me dium 
Pro ducers Produ cers 
No. % No. % 
0 0 0 0 
1 5 1 5 
1 5 2 10 
3 15 1 5 
4 20 6 30 
8 40 10 so 
3 15 0 0 
20 100 20 100 














PERSONS DOING THE MILKING ON FARMS OF ALL SULLIVAN COUNTY DAIRYMEN 
INTER.VIE.WED , HIGH , MEDI UM AND LOW PRODUC ERS BY NUMB ERS 
AND PERC ENTS* 
Person Al 1 Dairymen High Medium Low 
Doing Interviewed Producers Producers Producers 
Milking No. % No. % No. % No. % 
Not Answered 1 2 1 5 0 0 0 0 
Owner 20 33 5 25 9 45 6 30 
Tenant 26 43 12 60 6 30 8 40 
B oth 12 20 2 10  5 25 5 25 
Other 1 2 0 0 0 0 1 5 
Total 60 100 20 100 20 100 20 100 
*Percents are rounded to nearest whole number. 
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TABLE XXV 
WAYS MILKERS WERE PAID IN 1 9 63 ON FARMS OF ALL SUIJ..IVAN COUNTY DAIRYMEN 
INTERVIEWED ,  HI GH ,  MEDIUM , AND LOW PRODUCERS BY NUMBERS AND PERCENTS* 
Way Milker Al 1 Dairymen High Medium L ow 
Was Interviewe d Producers Producers Producers 
Paid No. % No. % No. % No. % 
No Milker Empl oye d 22  37 5 25 8 40 9 45 
Percentage 7 1 2  3 1 5  1 5 3 15  
Salary 29 48 1 0  50 1 1  5 5  8 40 
Combinat ion 2 3 2 1 0  0 0 0 0 
Total 60 1 00 20 1 00 20 1 00 20 1 00 
*Percents are rounde d to neare st whol e number . 
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percent of the high producers paid their milkers a salary as compared 
to 40 percent of the low producers. Twelve percent of all dairymen 
paid their milkers a percentage. None of the medium and low producers 
used a combination of salary and percentage and only 10 percent of the 
high producers. 
XXIV. BUTTERFAT PRODUCT! ON 
Table XXVI shows the average butterfat production for the 
high, medium and low producers. 
Medium producers fell in the range of "250-349" pounds of butter­
fat per cow. Seventy percent of these producers were in the lower brac­
ket . The average was 288 pounds per cow. 
The low producers, as far as pounds of butterfat sold per cow 
was concerned ranged between "110-249" . Forty percent of the low pro­
ducers sold less than 200 pounds of butterfat. The average was 20 7  
pounds per cow. 
Only 25 percent of the high producers were in the categories 
between "400-500" pounds of butterfat. The average was 371 pounds 
per cow . 
XXV . MILK PRODUCTION 
It is seen in Table XXVII that the actual average milk produc­
tion of the 60 dairymen interviewed was 7 , 550 pounds. The average 
American cow produced 7 , 545 pounds of milk in 19 63 (2) � . H igh producers . · 
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TABLE XXVI 
NUMBERS AND PERCENTS OF ALL SULLIVAN COUNTY DAIRYMEN INTERVIEWED , 
HIGH , MEDIUM AND LOW PRODUCERS BY AVERAGE BUTTERFAT PRODUCTION 
CATEGORIES FOR 196 3 ,  AND TOTAL AVERAGES* 
Average Butterfat 
Production C ate� Al l Dairymen High· Medium· ::- Low 
gory , 196 3  (Pounds  Interviewed Producers Producers Producers 
sold/cow) No . % No . % No . % No . % 
1 10-149 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 5 
1 50-199  7 12  0 0 0 0 7 35 
200-249 10 1 7  0 0 0 0 10 50 
250-299 16 2 7  0 0 14 70 2 10 
300-349 1 3  2 2  7 35 6 30 0 0 
350-399 8 1 3  8 40 0 0 0 0 
400-449 3 5 3 15  0 0 0 0 
450-500 2 3 2 10 0 0 0 0 
Total 6 0  1 00 20 100 20 100 20 100 
Total Average 
Product ion 288 lbs . 3 7 1  lbs . 285 lbs . 207 l bs .  
*Percents are rounded t o  nearest whole number . 
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TABLE XXVII 
NUMBERS AND PERCENTS OF ALL SULLIVAN COUNTY DAIRYME N INTERVIEWED, 
HIGH, MEDIUM AND LOW PRODUCERS BY AVERAGE MILK PRODUCTION 
CATEGORIES FOR 1963, AND TOTAL AVERAGES* 
Average Milk Pro-
duction Cat egory, All Dairymen High Medium Low 
19.6 3 (Pounds In terviewed Producers Producers Producers 
sol d/cow) No . % No . % No. % No, % 
4 , _000-4, 999 4 7 0 0 0 0 4 20 
5 , 000-5, 999 5 8 0 0 0 0 5 25 
6 , 000-6, 999 9 15 0 0 4 20 5 25 
7,000-7 , 999 13 22 3 15 4 20 6 30 
8 ,  000-8 ,.999 12 20 2 10 10  50 0 0 
9, 000-9 ,.999 6 10 4 20 2 10 0 0 
1 0 , 000-1 0,999 6 10 6 30 0 0 0 0 
1 1 ,  000-U ,_999 4 7 4 20 0 0 0 0 
12, 000- 12 ,999 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
13, 000-13,999 1 1 1 5 0 0 0 0 
Total 60 100 20 1 00 20 100 20 100 
Actual 
Total Average 
Product ion 7 , 550 l bs. 9 , 500 lbs. 7, 500 lbs. 5, 650 lbs. 
*Percents are rounded to nearest whole number. 
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averaged selling 9,500 pounds of milk per cow in 1963, while low pro­
ducers averaged only 5,650 pounds. The close relation between butter­
fat production and milk production is clearly evidenced by these data . 
XXVI. BACTERIAL COUNT 
Table XXVIII shows that high producers had a lower median bac­
terial count (17,500 per milliliter of milk) than did either medium 
(30, 000) or low (20,000) producers. 
The total median bacterial count for all producers was 23,333 . 
From these data it . would app ear that there may be a positive 
relatio�ship between production and average bacterial count. 
XXVII. STAGE IN THE ADOPTION PROCESS 
One can see at a glance at figures in Table XXIX that there is 
a rel� tionship between milk production and a dairyman's stage in the 
adoption of new dairy management practices. Table XXIX shows that 30 
percent of the high producers were "among the first few" to adopt such 
practices as compared to only 5 percent of the low producers. Also 
90 percent of the high produ cers were "sooner than average" or better 
as compared to only 35 percent of the low produ cers. On the average, 
high producers were "soon after the first .� ew" (3-8 points) , medium 
were "sooner than average" (3. 0 points) and low were "a  little later 
than most" (2. 1 points) . 
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TABLE XXVIII 
NUMBERS AN D PERCENTS OF ALL SULLIVAN COUNTY DAIRYMEN INTERVIEWE D, 
HIGH , ME DIUM , AN D LOW PRODUCERS BY AVERAGE BACTERIAL COUNT. · 
CATEGORIES IN 1963 , AND TOTAL ME DIAN COUNTS * 
Average Bacterial  Al l Dairymen High Medium Low 
Count · ·C ategory Interv iewed Producers Pr�ducers  Producers 
( Number/ml . )  No .  % No . % No . % No . % 
0-9 , 9 99 15 25  7 35  4 20 4 20 
10  ,_000-19 , 999  13  22  4 20 3 15  6 30 
20 , 000-29 , 999 6 1 0  1 5 3 15  2 10 
3 0 , 000- 39 , 999 6 10  2 1 0  2 10 2 10 
40 , 000-49 , 999  8 13  1 5 4 20 3 1 5  
5 0  ,_000-69 -, 999  6 10 2 10  2 10 2 10  
7 0 , 000-99 , 9 99 3 5 1 5 1 5 1 5 
1 00 , 000-139 , 000 1 2 0 0 1 5 0 0 
140 , 000-179 , 999  2 3 2 10 0 0 0 0 
Total 60 1 00 20  100 20  100 20  1 00 
Total Med ian 
Bacterial Count** 23 , 333 1 7 , 500 30 , 000 20 . 000 
*Percents are rounded to nearest whole number . 
**Median counts are rounded to the nearest thou sand . 
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TABLE xnx 
INTERVIEWER •S  OPINION OF STAGES OF THE ADOPTION PROCESS REPRESENTED 
BY ALL SULLIVAN COUNTY D\.IRYMEN INTERVIEWED ,  HIGH , MEDIUM AND 
LOW PRODUCERS , IN TERMS OF NEW RECOMMENDED Il:\.IRY 
MANAGEMENT PRACTICES , BY 'NUMBERS 
S tage in Adopt ion 
of New Dairy Man­
agement Pract ices 
Among the f irst 
few ( 5  po ints )  
Soon after f irst 
few (4 points) 
S ooner than aver­
age ( 3  po ints)  
A l itt le later 
than most 
( 2  po ints)  
Among t�e last  




All  Da irymen 
Interviewed 
No . % 
7 1 2  
1 2  2 0  
2 1  3 5  
1 7  2 8  
3 
6 0  
5 
100 














1 0  
0 
100 
3 . 8 
po int s 
Medium 
Producers 








2 5  
50  
2 5  
0 
1 00 
3 . 0  
points 
*Percent s are rounded to neare st who le number . 
Low 
Producers 













2 . 1  
po int s 
XXVIII. INTEREST IN DAIRY HERD MANAGEMENT IMPROVEMENT 
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Interest in dairy herd management improvement was considerably 
higher ·among the high producers that the low producers. Table XXX 
shows that 70 percent of the high producers were "very interested" in 
improving their herds, whereas only 15 percent of the low producers 
fell in this level. 
Only 1 high producer. was in the level of "indifferent." While 
11 low producers were either "indifferent•·• or "not interested" at all.  
When the scaling system is used, it is not that, - on the average, high 
producers were closest to the "very interested" (2 , 7  points) category, 
medium were "somewhat interested" (2. 1 points) and low were "indif� 
ferent" (1 . 5 points). 
XXIX. RATINGS GIVEN THEIR DAIRY HERDS BY DAIRYMEN 
Table XXXI shows that 5 percent of the high producers rated 
their herds as "fair" as compared to 65 percent of the low producers . 
Ninety percent of the high group rated their herds "good" or better. , 
while only 35 percent of the low producers rated their herds so high . 
On .the average, high producers were in the "good" category 
(1 . 9  points) and low were in the "fair" category (1.4 points) -­
medium producers falling in between ( 1 . 6 points). 
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TABLE XXX 
INTERVIEWER ' S OPINION OF THE INTEREST OF ALL SULLIVAN COUNTY DAIRYMEN 
INTERVIEWED , HIGH , MEDIUM AND LOW PROOOCERS, IN IMPROVING THEIR 
LEVELS OF DAIRY HERD MANAGEMENT BY NUMBERS AND PERCENTS , 
AND A VE RAGE INTEREST* 
Degree of Interest All Dairymen High Medium Low 
in Improving Dairy In te rviewe d Producer·s Producers Producers 
Management Level No . % No . % No . % No. % 
Not Answered 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Not Interested 
(0 points) 3 5 0 0 1 5 2 10 
Indifferent 
(1 point) 13 2 2  1 5 3 15 9 45 
Somewhat Interested 
(2 points) 2 1  35 5 25 10 so 6 30 
Very Interested 
(3 poi�ts) 23 38 14 70 6 30 3 15 
Total 60 100 20 100 20 1 00 20 100 
Average Interest 2 . 1 points 2 . 7 points 2 . 1 points L S  point_s 
*Percents are rounded to nearest whole number . 
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TABLE XXXI 
RATINGS OF THEIR DAIRY HERDS MADE BY ALL SULLIVAN COUNTY DAI RYMEN 
INTERVIEWED , HIGH , MEDIUM AND LOW PRODUCERS IN NUMBERS AND 
PERCENTS , AND AVERAGE RATINGS* 
Rat ings Dairymen Al l Dairymen High Medium Low 
Gave The ir Own Interviewed ·Producers Producers Producers 
Herds No . % No . % No . % .No . % 
Not Answered 2 3 1 5 1 5 0 0 
Poor ( 0  po ints) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Fair ( 1  point ) 24 40 1 5 1 0  5 0  1 3  65 
Good ( 2  points) 29 49 17 85 6 30 6 30 
Excel lent (3 points) 5 8 1 5 3 15 1 5 
Total 60  100 20 1 00 20 1 00 20 100 
Average Rat ing 1 .6 points 1 . 9 point s 1 . 6 point s 1 . 4 points 
*Percents are rounded to neare st whole number .  
XXX .  INTERVI EWER ' S  RATINGS OF DAIRY HERD 
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The interviewer also rated the herds of  dairymen interviewed .  
None of the medium or low producers were rated higher than "�air. " 
One high producer was rated "excellent" with 11 being rated "good. " 
The interviewer did not know 44 (73 percent) of the dairy herds 
well enough to rate them. Of this group, eight were high producers, 
17  medium and 19 low producers. The large number of medium and low pro­
ducers indicates that fewer of these people visited the Extension Office, 
attended dairy meetings and shows. 
The average rating of all herds rated by the interviewer was 
about "good" (1. 8 points) . The high producers rated "good" (2. 1 
points), while medium and low producers rated "fair" (1 . 0 points each) . 
CHAPTER III 
SUMMARY 
A total of 60 Grade A milk producers was interviewed in Sulli­
van County in 1964. The generally-stated purpose guiding the study 
was to determine the characteristics of Grade A milk producers and 
their · farms in Sullivan County. It also was purposed to compare the 
characteristics of high, medium and low producers. 
A review of available literature disclosed the following con­
cerning the characteristics of Grade A milk producers in general : 
1. The average size of Tennessee dairy farms previously sur­
veyed was about 250 acres, with the largest farms located in the 
Memphis milkshed and the smallest ones in the Knoxville and Bristol 
milksheds 
2 .  Statewide herd size was approximately 41 cows, with the 
Jersey breed found most frequently in the Chattanooga area , while 
the Holstein predominated in herds in other sections of the state 
3. The largest proportion of state dairymen fell in the 45-55 
year age interval 
4. The number of Grade A milk producers and cows had deceased, 
and the total milk production had increased during recent years 
5 .  The average state dairyman had 9 years of formal education 
6 .  Artificial insemination had been used to some degree by al­
most all state dairymen 
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7 .  Milk production was re late d .to the dairyman' s managerial 
ability along with the quantity and quality of fee d fed  to the dairy 
animals . 
I . REVI &I OF FINDINGS 
Following is a brief summary of the major findings of the pre ­
sent study as relate d to the characteristics  of Grade A milk producers 
in Sullivan County : 
1 .  The average e ducational grade le ve l f or all produce rs was 
10 . 8; . high producers ( 1 2 . 0 ) leading me dium producers ( 1 0 . 0)  by two 
grade leve ls and low by ( 1 . 6) grade s 
2 .  The average age of producer was 47 years ; high producers 
be ing the younge st group and averaging 43 years, me dium 49 years and 
low 51 years 
3 .  The average gross income for all producers was $13, 786 ; the 
high averaging $ 1 6, 700 ; me di um $14, 053 and low producers $10, 059 
4 .  About three-f ourths of the dairymen, regardle ss of produc­
tion group, were ful l-time farmers 
5 .  The re was little difference between average farm size s of 
the high, me dium and low producers, the total average be ing 194 acre s 
per farm 
6 .  Average acre s of cropland was only about 1 12  acre s, regard­
le ss of production group considered 
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7 .  The average herd size was 35 cows , low producers milking 38 
cows as compared to 34 for the high producers 
8 .  The high producers had 75  percent more registered cows than 
the other two groups 
9 .  The high producers kept an average of  12  heifers per herd 
for replacements, which was 4 to 5 more animals per herd than the 
other groups kept for replacement 
1 0 .  Fifty percent of the high producers had registered Holstein 
cows, 20 percent had registered Guernsey ' s  as compared to only 20 per­
cent for both breeds for the low producers 
1 1 . Only 1 . 4 bulls were kept by all dairymen , the average 
number of re�istered bulls being 1 . 2  
1 2 . Twenty percent of the high producers had pipeline milking 
systems some with weighing devices they used ; while only 1 5  percent of 
the low producers had pipeline systems none with weighing.devices 
1 3 . Eighty-five percent of the high producers , 65 percent of 
the medium and 60 percent of the low producers had upright and/or 
trench silos 
14 . High producers averaged having 85 tons more silage storage 
capacity than low 
1 5 .  The average butterfat production sold per cow was 288 pounds, 
high producers averaging 371 pounds and low only 207 
1 6 . The average annual milk production per cow for all herds was 
7 , 5 50  pounds, the high producers averaging 9 , 500 pounds , medium 7 , 500 
pounds and low 5, 650 pounds respectively 
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1 7 .  High producers had lower median bacterial counts ( 1 7, 500) 
than medium (30 , 000) or l ow ( 20 , 000)  
18 . On the average , high producers rated "soon after the first 
few" in adoption of new dairy management practices, medium rated "sooner 
than average" and low rated "a l ittle later than most . "  
II . IMPLICATIONS 
Assuming that the G rade A milk producers interviewed in Sul l i­
van County were typical ,  the following impl ications may be d rawn f rom 
the f indings : 
1 .  New ways and means must be found to ra ise the degree of 
interest in improving their management level among the low producers 
from "not interested" or " indifferent" to interested levels 
2 .  The wide educational range and the average educational grade 
level of 1 0 . 8  a re important considerations in the planning of inten­
sive educational efforts 
3 .  The wide age range and the relatively mature ave rage age 
of those in the study (47 yea rs) , further have impl ications for 
Extens ion planning. 
PROBLEM B 
MANAGEMENT PRACTICES OF . SULLIVAN COUNTY GRAD E A MILK PRODUCERS 
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by 
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CHAPTER I 
I NTROD UCTION 
Sullivan County was one of several Tennessee Counties partici­
pating in a statewide project under the guidance of the Agricultural 
Extension Training and Studies Department and the Dairy Department of 
the University of Tennessee . 
Dairying is the largest source of agricultural income in Sulli­
van County . The value of dairy and dairy products sold in 1959 was 
$1,667 ,430. The number of Grade A . milk producers in 1963 was approxi­
mately 64. All other dairy sales are traditionally made by manuf ac­
tured milk producers. Prior to this study, no attempt had been made 
to learn what practices county milk producers were or were not follow­
ing. County Extension personnel realiz ed that they were not well 
acquainted with some of the 64 dairymen (19 : 7 ) . *  
I t  was f elt that such data would provide inf ormation for 
improving educational and other programs desgined to help present and 
future dairymen do a more eff icient j ob in S ull ivan County . 
I .  PURPOS E OF THE STUDY 
This study was designed to find out what management practices 
were being used by Grade A milk producers in Sullivan County. More 
*Numbers in parentheses ref er to numbered ref erences in the 
bibliography ; those after the colon are page numbers. 
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specif ically, it was desired to study the management practices of Grade 
A producers in three production groups in terms of their relationship 
to age,. education, siz e of farm, occupation, sex, f amily income, herd 
value and other relevant factors. 
II . REVI EW OF LITERATURE 
There seemed to be little information· regarding dairy manage­
ment practices of dairymen in Tennessee. Although some of the states 
have limited inf ormation available for certain practices. 
Parry (15 :9)  has indicated many continued rapid changes taking 
place in the Tennessee dairy industry since 1949. C ensus statistics 
show the number of dairy fanns has been decreasing yearly , while herd 
size has increased and milk production per cow has risen steadily. 
Technological advances and the cost-price squeez e have contributed to 
larger · farms and to the greater total investment needed for efficient 
operation (19 : 7 ) .  
Garlock (4: 15) reported that the capital needed for "today ' s" 
farms (19) ranged from $ 50,000 to $1 00,000 . Some farms have an even 
higher investment. 
In a 1958 Virginia stu dy (11 : 4) ,  it was found that 139 Grade A 
dairymen who were members of a mail- in, record-keeping system had 
annual net farm incomes ranging from a minus $7,462 to $17 ,869. 
Jackson and Wallenf eldt (9 : 2 ) stated that if milk is to be 
promoted as an ide al food . for everybody, dairymen must carry out 
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sound product ion and management pract ices. These include milking clean, 
healt hy cows that are adeq uately f ed, control insect s, using prop er 
milking t echniq ues and control bacteria through the use of adequat e 
sanit ation practices . 
Miller and Meadows (12 : 3) found that there were production 
diff erences between dairy herds on of f icial test ing programs and those 
not test ing . Milk product ion diff erences between the two groups were 
found to diverge more as time increased . Herds on cont inuous test 
increased product ion by 12 percent , as compared to 9 percent for non­
test ed herds for the same period of time . The years involved were 
1962 to 1964. 
Givan (5: 5) reported an increased amount of milk sold by 
Tennessee dairymen from 1958 through 1963 by f ewer producers wit h  
larger individual herds. The average state Grade A producer i n  1963 
was 47 years old, farmed about 250 acres of land, and had 41 mat ure 
cows, with each cow produc ing an average of 7, 157 pounds of milk 
annually . 
He al so found that 86 percent of Tennessee dairymen worked 
less t han 50 days per year off the f arm and that over 75 percent of 
all the producers had a source of farm income in addit ion to dairy ing . 
Part ial mechaniz ation of f eeding was found on about 65 percent 
of all f arms. Pip eline milkers were found on 47 percent of all farms.  
F ifty-f ive percent of all producers planned to  expand their 
operation .  Expansion intent ions were most prevalent among younger 
producers . 
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III . METHODS 
A persona l  interview wa s conducted with ea ch of 60 Grade A 
mil k  producers in . Sul l iva n County .  The survey tha t wa s us ed incl ud ed 
ques tions rela ting· to 23  recommended da iry management pra ctices . 
I n  order to a s certa in each producer ' s  pra ctice adoption l evel 
on the 2 3  pra ctices being carr ied out by the producers , the da iryman 
wa s g iven ca rds with ea ch of  the recommended pra ctices typed on them , 
a s  they appeared on the s chedul e.  This wa s done in order to hel p the 
da irymen understa nd ea ch pra ctice a s  the interviewer dis cus s ed it with 
him . The interviewer expl a ined only the bas ic deta il s  regarding the 
pra ctices a nd cons cious ly tr ied to get the respondent to answer a s  he 
was rea l ly do ing with rega rds to the pra ctice. 
Us ing production records  for 1 9 63 , the producers - were divided 
into l ow ,  medium a nd hig h categor ies a ccording to annua l average pounds  
of  butterfat  sold  per cow . The average butterf� t sold  by a l l  producers 
wa s 288 pounds . Low producers ra nged from 1 2 8-254 pounds , with an aver­
a ge of 207  pounds . Med ium producers ra nged from 2 5 6- 31 3  pounds , with 
an average of 285 pound s . The hig h producers were in the ca tegory ra ng­
ing from 2 1 6-490 pound s , with a n  average of 371  pounds  of butterfat 
sold per cow . 
The fol lowing ra ting and coding s cheme was u sed to cla s s ify 
ma nagment l evel s of ind ividua l s on ea ch of the 23 items : 1 )  no points 
were given if the per son interviewed had not hea rd of the specif ic 
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re commended da iry pra ctice ; 2)  one point was give n if the person had 
only hea rd of the pra ctice but wa s not interested in it ; 3 )  two points 
we re give n  if the pe rson was interested in it but had not made p lans 
to try it ; 4 )  three points we re give n  if the person had not tried the 
pra ct ice but pla nned to do so ; 5 )  fou r  points we re given if the person 
had tried the pra ct ice but wa s not using it at  the time of the inter­
view , and 6) f ive points we re given if the person had tried the re com­
me nded pra ctice and wa s st il l using it . 
Thus the numeric  ratings given  to adopt ion stages for individua l 
pra ct ices ranged from O through 5 ,  and have bee n  refe rred to in this 
report as pra ctice diffusion ratings. Avera ge pra ctice d iffusion rat­
ings we re f igured by d ividing the sum tota l of a l l  pra ctice score s by 
23  (the numbe r of pra ct ices) , and a re l isted for al l producers,  high , 
medium , and low groups. Where appropriate , other data we re compared 
i� simple numbers,  pe rce nts a nd avera ges .  Ma in  comparisons a re made 
be twee n the high and low producers only . Medium producers are mentioned 
whe re appropriate . 
The pra ctice d iffusion ra tings are compa ra bl e  to var ious stage s  
o f  the adopt ion process.  The following scale  shows the re la tion be­
twee n the d iffusion stage s  and ra t ing interva l s: 0 to  . 5 = "unaware ' ' ; 
. 5  to 1 . 5  = "awa re" ; 1 . 5  to 2 . 5  = "intere sted" ; 2 . 5  to 3 . 5 = "pla nning 
to try" ; 3 . 5 to 4 . 5 = "tried" ; and 4 . 5 through 5 . 0  = "using or adopted" . 
CHAPTER II 
FINDINGS 
I .  MANAGEMENT LEVELS OF MILK PRODUCERS 
Average Pra ctice Diffusion Ra tings 
Tabl e  XXXII gives t he average pra ctice diffusion ra tings for 
t he 60 Sul l ivan C ounty da irymen divided into  high ,  medium and l ow 
t hirds accord ing t o  t he avera ge butterfat sold pe r cow . 
I t  is noted in Tabl e  XXXII t hat  a l l  da irymen were , on t he 
average , in t he upper pa rt of t he "tried" stage wit h  a n  average of 4 . 20 .  
The hig h  producers we re in t he l ower range of t he "using" stage 4 . 47 , 
and t he l ow producers were a t  the middl e  of the "tried" stage 3 . 9 6. 
S ixty-f our percent of a l l producers were in t he "tr ied" · sta ge . 
Fifty-f ive per cent ( 1 1  da irymen ) of t he high producers were in t he 
"using" stage , while only 20 pe rcent ( 4  da irymen ). of t he medium pro­
duce rs and 1 0  percent ( 2  da irymen ) of the l ow produce rs were in t his 
category . F ifteen percent ( 3  da irymen ) of t he l ow p roducers were be­
tween t he "planning to try" and "tried" stage s.  Only one hig h  and one 
medium producer  a l so we re in t his bra cket . 
Rel ation to Product ion 
As shown in Tables XXXI II and XXXIV , some da iry management 
pra ct ice s rated hig her  t ha n  ot hers and t he adoption l evel varied from 
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TABLE XX.XI I 
NUMBERS AND PERCENTS OF ALL SULLIVAN COUNTY DAIRYMEN INTERVIEWED , 
HIGH , MEDIUM AND LOW PRODUC ERS BY AVERAGE PRACTICE  DIFFUSION 
RATINGS AND TOTAL AVERAGE PRACTICE DIFFUS ION RATINGS* 
Average Practic·e Al l Da irymen High Med ium Low 
D iffus ion Ra t ing Interviewed Produce rs  Producers Producers  
Interva l** No . % No . % No . % No . % 
3 . 00- 3 . 49 5 8 1 5 1 5 3 1 5  
3 . 50-3 . 9 9 14 24 1 5 6 30 7 35  
4 . 00-4 . 49 24 40 7 35 9 45 8 40 
4 . 50- 5 . 00 1 7  28  1 1  5 5  4 20 2 1 0 
Tota l 60 1 00 2 0  1 00 20  100 20 100 
Actua l Total 
Ave rage Ra ting 4 . 20 4 . 47 4 . 1 7  3 . 9 6 
*Pe rcents are rounded to neare st whole number .  
**I n the ra t ing sca le used : 0 = unaware ; 1 = awarene s s ; 2 = 
inte re sted in practice ; 3 = planning to try practice ; 4 = tried the 
pra ct ice but not u s ing ; and 5 = us ing the pra ct ice . 
TABLE XXXIII  
AVERAGE DAIRY MANAGEMENT PRACTICE  DI FFUSION RATINGS AND TOTAL AV RAGE RATINGS FOR ALL SULLIVAN COUNTY 
DAIRYMEN INTERVI EWED , HIGff, MEDIUM AND L
Or 
PRODUCERS * 
D� iry Management Pra ctice 
1 .  - Art if icia l ly insemina ted ½ or more of cows 
2 .  Al l cows bred to  same breed bul l  
3 .  60-day dry pe r iod provided cows 
4 .  1 2- 14 month calving per iod provided 
5 .  75  pe rcent cows  fa l l  fre shened 
6 .  75 pe rcent he rd rep l a cements ra ised 
7 .  Adequate milk re cords kept 
8 .  Fed - cows a ccording to product ion 
9 .  - �dequate he rd re cords kept 
1 0 . Ca lve s  pe rmanently ident ified 
1 1 . Adequate supply  of s il a ge provided 
1 2 .  High qual ity s il a ge provided 
1 3 .  S ilage supplemented with enough hay 
14 . High qua l ity hay provided 
1 5 . Hay and/or s il age provided on pasture 
1 6 .  Adequate improved  pasture provided 
1 7 .  S uf f ic ient summe r pa s ture provided 
18 . S t r ip cup a lways used 
1 9 .  Mil king sys tem 6�month checked 
20 . Sepa ra te feed ing . and l oa f ing are a s  provided 
2 1 . F l ie s · sys tema t ica l ly control l ed 
2 2 . Profe s s iona l advice obta ined 
2 3 . Ca lve s  va ccinated for bruce l l o s is , etc . 
Annua l Tota l Ave rage Rat ing 
* 
Al l Da irymen 
Average Rat ing 
4 . 47 
4 . 00 
5 . 00 
5 . 00 
4 . 88 
4 .  7 5  
3 . 48 
3 . 40 
4 . 0 7 
3 . 38 
3 . 98 
4 . 43 
4-. 7 3  
4 . 9 3 
3 . 9 2 
3 . 43 
3 . 43 
4 . 1 2  
3 . 98 
4 . 1 3  
4 . 9 2 
4 . 67 
3 . 62 
4 . 20 
High Produce rs  
Ave ra ge Ra ting 
4 . 80 
4 .  7 5  
5 . 00 
5 . 00 
5 . 00 
5 . 00 
4 .  65  
4 . 1 5 
4 . 25 
4 . 45 
4 .  35 
.4 .  75 
4 .  75 
5 . 00 
4 . 5 0 
3 . 45 
3 . 2 5 
4 . 2 0 
3 . 35 
4 . 1 0 
5 . 00 
5 . 00 
3 . 9 5 
4 . 47 
Med ium Produce rs 
Ave rage Rat ing 
4 . 45 
3 . 85 
5 . 00 
5 . 00 
4 . 9 5 
4 .  75  
3 .  50  
3 . 80 
4 . 45 
3 . 75  
3 . 40 
4 . 2 0 
4 . 85 
4 . 90 
3 . 30 
3 . 95 
3 . 35 
3 . 90 
4 . 1 0 
4 . 1 0 
4 . 90 
4 .  75  
3 . 2 0 
4 . 1 7  
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Low Produce rs  
Ave ra ge Ra t ing 
4 . 1 5  
3 . 40 
5 . 00 
5 . 00 
4 .  70  
4 . 50 
2 . 30 
2 . 25 
3 . 5 0 
1 .  9 5  
4 .  2 0  
4 . 35 
4 . 60 
4 . 9 0 
3 . 9 5 
2 . 90 
3 . 70 
4 . 25 
4 . 50 
4 . 20 
4 . 85 
4 . 2 5 
3 . 70 
3 . 9 6 
In  the ra t ing scale  used : 0 = unawa re ; 1 = awa ren,e s s ; 2 = inte re sted in pra_ct · ce ; 3 = pl anning to try p ra ct ice ; 4 = tried the pra ct ice 
but not us ing ; and 5 = us ing the practice . 
TABLE XXXIV 
* 
PERCENTS OF 'ALL SULLIVAN . COUNTY DAIRYMEN INTERVIEWED WITH RATINGS ON THE VARIOUS DA RY MANAGEMENT PRACTICES IN RATING CATEGORI ES 
Unawa re Awa re Inte re sted Pl anning to  Tr ied and 
of it of it in it Try Not Us ing Us ing 
6 6  
Total  
Da iry Management Pract ice Pe rcent Pe rcent Pe rcent Pe rcent Pe rcent Pe rcent Pe rcent 
. I 
1 .  Art if ic ia l ly inseminated ½ or more cows 0 8 0 0 18  74  100 
2 .  Al l cows bred to same breed bul l 5 1 3  2 0 1 7  63 100 
3 .  60-day dry pe r iod provided cows 0 0 0 0 0 100 100 
4 .  1 2-14 month ca l ving pe riod provided 0 0 0 0 0 100 100 
5 .  7 5  pe rcent cows  f a l l  f re shened 0 0 1 0 7 9 2  100 
6 .  7 5  pe rcent he rd repla cements ra ised 0 5 0 0 5 90 100 
7 .  Adequa te m il k  re cords kept  0 30 1 0 2 7 42 100 
8 .  Fed cows a ccord ing to product ion 0 2 5  1 3  0 20 42 100 
9 .  Adequate he rd re cords kept 0 10 1 2  0 18  60 100 
10 . Ca lve s pe rmanently ide nt if ied 8 2 3  5 2 8 54 100 
1 1 . Adequate supply  of s ilage provided 3 7 1 5  0 13 62  100 
1 2 . High qua l ity s il a ge provided 5 5 1 0 7 8 2  100 
13 . S ilage supplemented w ith enough hay 0 2 3 0 10 85  100 
14 . High qua l ity hay provided 0 0 0 0 7 9 3  100 
1 5 . Hay and/or s il a ge provided on pa sture 0 10 1 5  0 23 5 2  100 
1 6 .  .Adequa te improved p a s ture provided 0 13 30 0 13 44 100 
1 7 .  Suff icie nt summe r pasture provided 0 25  10  2 23 40 100 
18 . S tr ip cup a lways  used 3 10 0 0 32 55 100 
19 . Milking sys tem 6-month che cked 3 3 2 2  0 7 65 100 
20 . Separa te feed ing and l oaf ing areas  provided 2 1 5  3 0 8 7 2  100 
2 1 . Fl ie s  sys temat ica l ly control led 0 0 1 2 0 9 7  100 
22 . Profe s s iona l advice obta ined 2 5 0 0 5 88 100 
23 . C a lve s  vac c ina ted for brucel los is , e t c . 7 1 7  10  0 8 58  100 
Total  Ave rage 2 10 6 0 1 2  70 
* Pe rcent s a re r ounded to nearest  whole number c 
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practice to practice by the Sul livan County Grade A milk  producers. 
Related practices wil l  be grouped together for convenience in presenta­
tion. 
The average percents for a l l  producers on the 2 3  dairy management 
practices as rated by the diffusion adoption sca le were as fo l l ows: 
2 percent were "unaware" ; 1 0  percent were "aware" ; 6 percent were 
"interested" ;  0 percent were "planning to try" ; 1 2  percent had "tried 
and were not using·, "  and 70 percent were "using" the recommended prac­
tices. 
Breeding practices. The first six practices in Table XX.XI II  and 
Table XX.XI V are related to breeding. In  the main , al l producers aver� 
aged in the "using" stage for these practices. When high and l ow groups 
were compared , the only large difference was noted on Practice 2 ,  "Al l 
cows bred to same breed bul l. " The former on the average were in the 
"using" stage ( 4. 75 ) , while the latter were in the "planning to try" 
stage ( 3. 40 ).  High producers had higher ratings on Practices 1 ,  2 ,  
5 and 6. �s shown in Table. XX.XIV,  20 percent of the producers were be­
low the "pl anning to try" stage on Practice 2 according to the practice 
adoption scale. Thirteen percent of the producers were only "aware" of 
the practice. Practices 3 through 6 were being used by nearly a l l  pro­
ducers. 
The keeping and � of records . Practices ] ' through 1 0  in Table 
XX.XI II  are related to record keeping. In  the main , all  producers aver-
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age d between the "planning to try " and "trie d" stage s on the f our re late d 
practices .  High producers average d in the "tried" stage as compare d to 
the low producers average of between " interested" and "planning to try . "  
I n  particular Practice 7 ,  "Adequate milk re cords ke pt , " Practice 
8 ,  "Fed cows according to production , "  and Practice 10 , "Calve s per­
manently identif ied , " showe d large difference s  between high and low pro­
ducers (1 . 90 or larger) . The large st difference betwee n high and low 
producers was note d f or Practice 10 , "Calves pe rmanently identif ied , " 
which found the latter only in the " interested" stage ( 1 . 95) ; while 
the f ormer average d ne ar the "using" level (4. 45) . 
Data in Table XXXI V point out that less than 50 percent of all 
dairyme n were actually "using" the practices re lated to re cord kee ping . 
On  Practice 7 ,  31 perce nt were in the "aware" and " intere ste d" stages .  
Twe nty-seve n percent had "trie d and we re not using" the practice . Study 
of f igures for Practice 8 ,  shows that 38 percent of all dairymen were 
in the "aware " and " intereste d" stages ;  while another 20 percent had 
"trie d" the practice , but had not adopte d it. For Practice 9 ,  adeq uate 
he rd recor ds ke pt , " 10 per cent we re in the "aware " stage , 1 2  pe rcent 
in the "intereste d" stage and 60 percent were "using" the practice . 
Also , 36 percent of the dairyme n were be low the "planning to try " stage 
f or Practice 10. 
Feeding practice s. Practices 11 through 17 are related to 
fee ding . I n  the main, all producers average d in the "trie d" stage on 
the se practices.  Whe n high and low groups we re compare d ,  the largest 
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diff erence was noted in Practice 16 , "Adequate improved pasture provided. "  
The former producers averaged - in the "planning to try" stage ( 3. 45) , 
while the latter were in the same stage at a lower level (2. 90) . Table 
XXXIII gives the results. It is seen that , f or all producers , Practice 
13 , "Silage supplemented with enough hay , "  and Practice 14 , "High quality 
hay provided , "  ratings were relatively high. Table XXXIV shows that 
all f eeding practices were below the "tried" stage except Practice 14. 
Ninety-three percent of all producers were "using" the practice. Twenty-
f ive percent of all producers were below the ''plan to try" stage f or 
both Practice 1 1 , "Adequate supply of silage , " and Practice 1 5 ,  ' 'Hay 
and/or silage provided when cows are on pasture. " Practice 1 6 ,  found 
43 percent of all dairymen rated in the "aware" or "interested" stages 
(probably low producers as seen in Table XXXIII) , with only 44 percent 
actually ' 'using " the practice. Thirty-seven percent of the producers 
had never "tried" Practice 17 , "Suff icient summer pasture provided·. "  
Sanitation and milking system practices. Practices 18 throu gh 
21 deal with sanitation and milking systems. In the main , all producers 
were in the "tried" stage. No maj or dif f erences (see Table XXXIII) were 
noted between high and low producers on the adoption scale f or the f our 
sanitation practices. 
However , the fact that low producers out-rated high on three of 
the practices is interesting to note. It may indicate that these prac­
tices were less critical as far as milk production in Sullivan County 
in 1963 was concerned. Also , it is noted that nearly all of the pro-
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ducers reportedly used Practice 2 1, "F lies systematically controlled·,':' 
high producers leading low producers by ratings of 5 . 00 to 4. 85. Prac­
tice 18, "S trip cup alway s used,':' was found to be "going out" as far 
as practice usage was concerned - many dairymen (32  percent) having 
tried and rej ected it (see Table XX.XIV ) .  
As shown in Table XXXIV, there was some variation in the percents 
of producers using the dif f erent sanitation practices. Fewer dairymen 
were using Practice 18 (55 percent) than was true for any other sanita­
tion practice . Twenty- eight percent of the producers were not even 
"planning to try" Practice 19, "Milking sy stem 6-month checked . "  Also, 
Practice 20, "Adequate feeding and loaf ing area provided-," had 20 per­
cent not even "planning to try" it . 
Other practices. Practice 22, "Prof essional advice obtained," 
averaged in the "using�• sta ge for all producers . High producers were 
"using" the practice 100 percent (5. 00) as compared to fewer (4. 25) 
for the low producers (see Table XXXIII and XXXIV) . 
Table XXXIV likewise shows that 7 percent of the producers were 
below the "interested" stage for Practice 2 2 . More will be said con­
cerning this practice in the pages that f ollow. 
As shown in Table XXXIII, Practice 23, "Calves vaccinated for 
brucellosis, blackleg, etc. ," found the high producers rating an · aver­
age 3 . 95 and the low rating 3 . 73 .  Only 58 percent of all producers 
were "using" this practice ; while 34 percent were not even "planning 
to try' '  the practice. 
Relation to Herd Siz e  
7 1  
Table XXXV shows· a pos itive relationship between herd size for a 11 
dairymen. up to the 70-100 cow category. The highest practice dif fusion 
rating (4. 43) for all dairymen was in the 50-69 cow interval. High 
producers rated on the average, higher than low in all categories, 
though some variation was noted concerning the relation of herd siz e 
and dif fusion rating (e. g. 30-49 cow interval rating for high pro-
ducers was lower than the 12-29 cow interval) . 
Table XXXVI shows by herd siz e the total average rating f or 
each of the 23 dairy management practices. In comparing the '. f our 
herd- siz e categories, a straight- line positive relation may be noted 
for practices in which ratings indicate the average to be "using ·. ' ' 
For example, while those in the 12-29 cow category rated only seven of 
the practices 4. 50 or above, those in the 30-49 cow interval so rated 
nine practices, those in the 50-69 cow interval so rated twelve, and 
those in the 70-100 cow interval rated 13 practices that high. 
Method 
I I . B REEDING OF HEIFE RS 
Fifty-four percent of al 1 dairymen bred heif ers "artificially," 
while 38 percent used natural breeding methods. Seventy-five percent 
of the high producers bred "artificially," as compared to 30 percent 
of the low producers. Only 15 percent of the high producers used 
"natural breeding" as compared to 60 percent of the low producers . 
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TABLE XXXV 
NUMBERS AND AVERAGE DAIRY MANAGEMENT PRACTICE  DIFFUSION RATINGS OF 
SULLIVAN COUNTY DAIRYMEN BY  HERD S IZE CATEGOR IES* 
All Dairymen High Medium Low 
Herd S ize Interviewed Producers Producers Producers 
Category in Avg . Avg . Avg .. Avg : 
Number of Cows No . Rating No . Rating No . Ra tin� No . Ratin� 
1 2-29 2 6  4 . 1 1 8 4 . 59 1 2  4 . 00 6 3 .  71 
30-49 2 5  4 . 21 9 4 . 27 5 4 . 42 1 1  4 . 07 
50- 69 6 4 . 43 2 4 . 68 2 4 . 46 2 4 . 1 6  
70-100 3 4 . 39 1 4 . 91  1 4 . 39 1 3 . 87 
Tota l 60 4 . 2 0 20 4 . 47 20 4 . 17 20 3 . 9 6  
*I n  the rating sca le used : 0 = unaware ; 1 = awarene s s ; 2 = 
intere s ted in the 23 practice s ;  3 = planning to try the practices ; 
4 = tried the practices but not using ; and 5 = using the practices.  
TABLE XX.XVI 
AVERAGE DAIRY MANAGEMENT PRACTICE  DIFFUSION RATINGS OF SULLIVAN cpuN1Y DAIRYMEN BY HERD-SIZE  CATEGORI ES FOR 
INDIVIDUAL DAIRY MANAGEMENT PRACTICES* 
Da iry Mana gement Pra ct ice 
1 .  Art if ic ia l l y  insemina ted ½ or  more cows 
2 .  Al l  cows bred to same breed bul l  
3 .  60�day dry pe riod provided cows 
4 .  12-14 month ca lving pe riod provided 
5 .  7 5  pe rcent cows f a l l  fre shened 
6 .  7 5  pe rcent he rd repla ceme nt s  ra ised 
7 .  Adequate mil k  re cords kept  
8 .  Fed  cows a ccord ing to produc t ion 
9 .  Adequate he rd re cords ke pt  
10 . Calve s  pe rmanently ident if ied 
1 1 . - Adequate supply : of s ilage provided 
12 . High quij l ity s il age provided 
1 3 .  S il a ge supplemented with enough hay 
14 . High qua l ity hay provided 
1 5 . Hay and/or s ilage provided on pasture 
1 6 .  Adequate improved pas ture provided 
1 7 .  Suf f ic ient summe r pa s ture provided 
1 8 . S t r ip cup a lways  used 
1 9 . Milking sys tem 6-month che c�ed 
20 . Sepa ra te feed ing and l oaf ing a re a s  provided 
2 1 . F l ie s  sys tema t ica l l y  controlled  ' 
22 . Profe s s iona l advice obta ined 
2 3 . C a lve s  vacc ina ted for bruce l l o s is , etc . 
Total  Ave rage Ra t ing 
Al l 
Da irymen 
Av.e rage Ra ting 
(N = 60) 
4 . 48 
4 . 00 
3 . 40 
3 . 98 
4 . 43 
4 .  7 3  
4 . 9 3 
3 . 92 
3 . 43 
3 . 43 
4 .  7 5  
5 . 00 
5 . 00 
4 . 88 
3 . 38 
3 . 62 
4 . 0 7 
4 . 12 
3 . 9 8 
4 . 1 3  
4 . 92 
4 . 6 7  
3 . 48 
4 .  20 
12-29  Cows 
Ave ra ge Rat ing 
(N = 2 6 ) 
4 .  58  
3 . 85 
3 . 38 
3 . 58 
3 .  9 6  
4 . 81 
4 . 9 6  
3 . 54 
3 . 65 
3 . 1 9 
4 . 46 
5 . 00 
5 . 00 
4 . 81 
3 . 4 6 
3 . 38 
4 . 42 
4 . 04 
4 . 35 
4 . 04 
4 . 92 
4 . 46 
3 . 1 5  
4 . 1 1  
30..;.49 Cows 
Ave rage Rat ing 
(N = 2 5 )  
4 . 48 
3 . 9 6 
3 . 20 
4 . 1 6  
4 .  72 
4 .  60 
4 . 9 6 
4 . 24 
3 . 12 
3 . 40 
4 .  9 6  
5 . 00 
5 . 00 
4 . 92 
3 . 40 
3 . 68 
3 . 80 
4 .  20 
3 . 68 
3 . 92 
4 . 88 
4 . 80 
3 . 72 
4 .  2 1  
50-- 69 Cows 
Av:e rage Ra t ing 
(N = 6 )  
4 . 00 
4 . 33 
4 . 1 7  
5 . 00 
5 . 00 
5 . 00 
· 4 . 8 3 
3 . 6 7 
3 . 50 
4 . 1 7  
5 . 00 
5 . 00 
5 . 00 
5 . 00 
2 . 83 
5 . 00 
4 . 00 
4 . 00 
3 . 50 
5 . 00 
5 . 00 
5 . 00 
3 .  8 3  
4 . 43 
7 3  
70- 100 Cows 
Ave ra ge R_a t ing 
(N = . 3 ) 
4 . 6 7  
5 . 00 
3 . 6 6 
4 . 00 
5 . 00 
4 .  6 7  
4 . 6 7 
5 . 00 
4 . 00 
4 . 33 
5 . 00 
5 . 00 
5 . 00 
5 . 00 
3 . 6 7 
2 . 33 
3 . 3 3 
4 . 33 
4 . 3 3 
5 . 00 
5 . 00 
4 . 6 7  
3 . 6 7 
4 . 39 
* . I n  the ra t ing scale  used : 0 = unawa re ; 1 = awarene s s ; 2 = inte re s ted in pract ice ; 3 = plann ing to try p ract ice ; 4 = tried the pra ct ice 
but not us ing ; and 5 = us ing the practice . 
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As seen in Table XXXVII only 5 producers (8 per cent) used "both" 
methods of breeding heif ers. 
Type of Bull 
Table XXXVIII shows that 55 percent of all producers used a 
" dairy" bull to breed heif ers. One-third of the producers used a 
"beef" bull and only 13 per�ent used "both" types of bulls. Eighty­
five percent of the high producers used a "dairy" bull to breed heif ers 
as compared to 35 percent of the low producers. Ten percent of the 
high producers used "beef " bulls as compared to 50 percent of low pro­
ducers. 
III. B REEDING OF COWS 
Method 
Approximately 75  percent of the high producers bred their cows 
artif icially as compared to approximately 25 percent of the low pro­
ducers. One would suggest that low producers might have bred their 
better cows artificially and kept the heifers f or herd replacements. 
Also, in the low production herds might have been poor cows bred 
naturally and the calves marketed as veals. 
Type of Bull 
Table XXXIX shows that 85 percent of the high producers are 
using "dairy" bulls to breed their cows as compared to 45 percent of 
the low producers, and only 15 percent of the low producers used "beef " 
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TABLE XXXVI I 
NUMBERS AND PERCENTS OF ALL SULLIVAN COUNTY DAIRYMEN INTERVIEWED , 
HIGH , MEDIUM AND LOW PRODUCERS IN 1963 BY METHOD OF 
BREEDING HEIFERS* 
Method of All Dairymen High Medium Low 
Breeding Interviewed Producers Producers Producers 
Heifers No. % No . % No. % No. % 
Artificial ly · 32 54 1 5  7 5  1 1  55 6 30 
Naturally 23  38 3 1 5  8 40 1 2  60 
Both 5 8 2 10  1 5 2 1 0  
Total 60 100 20 100 20 1 00 20 100 
*Percents are rounded to nearest whole number. 
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TABLE XX.XVI I I 
NUMBERS AND PERCENTS OF ALL SULLIVAN COUN'IY DAIRYMEN INTERVIEWED , 
HIGH , MEDIUM AND LOW PRODUCERS IN 19 63 BY 'IYPE OF BULL 
USED ON HEIFERS* 
All Dairymen High Medium Low 
Type of Interviewed Producers Producers Producers 
Bull Used No. % No . % No . % No . % 
Dairy 33 55 17  85 9 45 7 35 
Beef 19 32 2 1 0  7 35 10 so 
Both 8 1 3  1 5 4 20 3 1 5  
Total 60 1 00 2 0  100 20 1 00 20 1 00 
*Percents are rounded to nearest whole number. 
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TABLE XXXIX 
NUMBERS AND PERCENTS OF ALL SULLIVAN COUNTY DAIRYMEN INTERVIE.WED, 
HIGH, MEDIUM AND LOW PRODUCERS IN 1963 BY TYPE OF 
BULL US ED ON COW S* 
All Da irymen High  Medium Low 
Type of Interviewed Producers Producers Producers 
Bull Used No . % No . % No. % No. % 
Da iry 38 63 17 85 12 60 9 45 
Beef 3 5 0 0 0 0 3 15 
Both 19 32 3 15 8 40 8 40 
Tota l 60 100 20 100 20 100 20 100 
*Percents are rounded to nearest whole number . 
bulls to breed cows . Thirty -two perce nt ( 19) of the dairy men used 
"both" types of bulls to breed cows. 
I V. FEEDI NG OF CCM S 
Percent of Protein I n  Dairy Ration 
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As seen in Table XL, the most common - dairy ration had the 16 
percent protein concentrate with 80 percent of the dairymen using it. 
Fifteen percent of the low producers used �- __ 14 percent ration as 
compared to none in the medium and high groups. 
Method of Providing Concentrates 
Forty-three percent of all dairymen mixed their own feed , 40 
percent bought concentrates and 17 percent did some of each ( see Table 
XLI ) .  Fif ty percent of the high producers bought all of their concen­
trates, as compared to 35 percent of the low producers. Also , only 5 
percent of the high producers "mix some and buy some' ' feed concentrates 
as compared to 30 percent of the low producers. 
Grinding of Hay 
Table XLI I  shows that 83 percent of all dairymen "did not grind 
· hay" in their concentrates. Ten percent of the high producers "did 




NUMBERS AND PERCENTS OF ALL SULLIVAN COUN1Y DAIRYMEN INTER.VI l?wED , 
HIGH , MEDIUM , . AND LOW PRODUC ERS BY PERCENTS OF PROTEIN 
US ED IN DAIRY RATION* 
Pe rcent Prote in All  Da irymen High Medium Low 
in Da iry Interviewed Producers  Producers Produce rs  
Ra t ion No . % No . % No . % No . % 
14 3 5 0 0 0 0 3 1 5  
1 5  2 3 1 5 1 5 0 0 
1 6  48 80 1 7  85  1 5  7 5  1 6  80 
1 7  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
18 6 10  2 1 0  4 20  0 0 
20  1 2 0 0 0 0 1 5 
Total 60 1 00 20 1 00 20  1 00 2 0  1 00 
*Pe rcents  are rounded to ne are st whole numbe r .  
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TABLE XLI 
NUMBERS AND PERCENTS OF ALL SULLIVAN COUN'IY DAIRYMEN INTERVIEWED, 
HIGH, MEDIUM AND LOW PRODUCERS BY METHOD OF 
PROVIDING CONCENTRATES* 
.Method of All Dairymen High Medium Low 
Providing Interviewed Producers Producers Producers 
Concentrates No . % No . % · No . % No . % 
Mix Own 26 43 9 45 10 so 7 35 
Buy Them 24 40 10 so 7 35 7 35 
Mix Some and 
Buy Some 10 17 1 5 3 15 6 30 
Total 60 100 20 100 20 100 20 100 
*Percents are rounded to nearest whole number. 
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TABLE XLII  
NUMBERS AND PERCENTS OF  ALL SULLIVAN COUNTY DAIRYMEN INTERVIEWED , 
HIGH , MEDIUM AND LOW PRODUCERS BY WHETHER OR NOT THEY 
GROUN D THEIR HAr 
Al l  Dairymen Medium Low 
Grinding Interviewed Producers Producers 
of Hay No. % No. % No . % No. % 
Did Grind Hay 10  1 7  2 10  3 1 5 5 25  
Did Not Grind 
Hay so 83 18 90 1 7  8 5  1 5  7 5  
Tota l 60 100 20 100 20 100 20 100 
* Percents are rounded to nearest whole number. 
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Type of Hay Fed 
Ninety-f ive percent ( 57 dairymen) of all producers fed a legu me -
grass mixture of hay to their cows . Five percent · fed only legume hay , 
primarily alf alfa .  
Alf alf a - orchardgrass, lespedez a - orchardgrass or orchard­
grass - red clover constituted most of the hay mixtures used . 
Method of Supp lying Salt and Minerals 
Ninety-f ive percent of all producers used both me thods, "mixed 
in rations" and "free choice" to supp ly the necessary salt and minerals 
to their herds . Ten percent ( 2  dairymen) of the high producers supp lied 
all salt and minerals "mixed in the grain ration . "  One high producer 
supp lied salt and minerals to his animals by the "f ree choice" method . 
Storage Capacity Available For Silag e 
Table XLIII shows that the average storage cap acity, for dairy­
men having silage, was 228 tons . The high produ cers averag e cap acity 
was 282 tons as compared to only 197 tons for the low dairymen . Only 
1 producer ( high) had storage cap acity for more than 500 tons of sil­
age.  
Five percent (1  dairyman) of the high producers did not f eed 
silage, nor did 30 percent ( 6  dairymen) of either the medium or low . 
Of the producers having silage 27 percent had a storage capacity 
of "200-299"  tons. Thirty-five percent of the high producers had a 
storage capacity of "300-499" tons as compared to 5 percent of the low 
producers . 
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TABL E XLI II 
NUMBERS AND PERC ENTS OF ALL SULLIVAN COUNTY DAI RYMEN INTERVI EWED , 
HIGH , MEDIUM AND LOW PRODUC ERS BY AM)UNTS OF SILAGE 
STORAGE CAPACI TY AVAILABL E* 
Amount of Sil age Al l  Da irymen High Me d ium Low 
S torage Capa city Interviewed Produ cers Producers Producers 
Ava ilable in Tons No . % No . % No . % No . % 
None or not 
answe red 7 1 2  1 5 4 20  2 1 0  
50-99 5 8 2 1 0  2 1 0  1 5 
1 00-149 1 2  2 0  2 1 0  5 2 5  5 25  
1 50-1 99 9 1 5  3 1 5  2 1 0  4 20 
200-2 99 1 6  2 7  4 20 5 2 5  7 35 
300-4 99 1 0  1 7  7 35 2 1 0  1 5 
500-749 1 1 1 5 0 0 0 0 
Total 60 1 00 20  1 00 20 1 00 2 0  1 00 
Avera ge Capa -
city for Those 
Having S ilos 22 8 Tons 282  Tons 1 98 Tons 1 97 Tons 
*Percents are rounded to nearest whol e number . 
Vo THE RELATION OF PRODUCTION AND MANAGEMENT LEVELS TO AGE 
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Relatively slight differences are to be noted in the diffusion 
ratings of all producers under 55 years of age , though , a tendency may 
exist for younger dairymen to manage at higher levels when those over 
55  years of age are included ( see Table XLIV) . 
The average diffusion rating for all dairymen was 4 . 20 .  The 
highest rating of 4 . 56 was f or t he four producers in the "45-54" year 
age group . High producers in the age group of " 25-34" averaged 4 . 48 , 
compared to 3 . 43 for the low producers in the same group . 
VL THE RELATION OF PRODUCTI ON AND MANAGEMENT 
LEVELS TO EDUCATI ONAL LEVEL 
Table XLV shows that no apparent relationship existed between 
educational grade completed and the practice diffusion rating.  All 
producers rated highest in the "9- 1 1" grade level with a rating of 
4 . 36 .  High producers rated higher in all grade levels with an average 
of 4. 47  than did the medium � with 4 . 1 7  and the low 9 with 3 . 96 .  
VI I . THE RELATION OF PRODUCTION AND MANAGEMENT 
LEVELS TO SIZE OF FARM 
As noted in Table XLVI , there seemed to be a positive r_e_lation­
ship between the size of farm and the management level . This seemed to 
be true for all dairymen , high and medium producers 1 but no relation­
ship existed for low producers . 
TABLE XLIV 
NUMBERS AND AV ERAGE DAI RY MANAGEM ENT PRACTICE DIFF USION RATINGS 
OF ALL SULLIVAN COUN'IY DAIRYMEN INTER.VIEWED ,  HIGH, MEDI UM 
AND LOW PRODUCERS ACCORDING TO AGE GROUPS* 
All Dairymen High Medium Low 
Age Int erviewed Pro ducers Pro ducers Producers 
Group of Avg. Avg . Avg. Avg. 
D airymen No . Rating No . Rat ing No . Rating No. Rating 
Under 25 2 4.48 1 4. 35 1 4. 60 0 
25-34 7 4.23 4 4.48 2 4. 13 1 3. 43 
35-44 13 4. 35 7 4.49 3 4. 23 3 4.15 
45-54 23 4 . 21 4 4 . 56 8 4.29 1 1  4.03 
55-64 13 4 . 03 4 4.36 5 3.99 4 3.75 
65 or More 2 3. 78 0 1 3. 52 1 4. 04 
Actual Total 60 4. 20 20 4. 47 20 4 . 17 20 3 . 96 
*In the rating scale used: 0 = unaware; 1 = awareness ; 2 = 
interested in the 23 pract ices ; 3 = pl ann ing to try the pract ices ; 
4 = tried the practices bu t not using ; and 5 = using t he practi ces. 
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TABL E XLV 
NUMB ERS AND AV ERAGE DAIRY MANAGEMENT PRACTICE DIFFUSION RATINGS 
OF ALL SULLIVAN CO UN'IY DAIRYM EN INTE RVIE.WED ,  HIGH, MEDIUM 
AND LOW PRODUCERS BY EDUCATIONAL LEV ELS* 
All Dairymen High Medium Low 
Educational Interviewed Producers Producers Producers 
Grade Avg . Avg . Avg . Avg. 
Level No . Rating No . Rating No . Rating No . Rating 
1-7 5 4 . 15 1 4. 47 3 4 . 29 1 3 . 43 
8 14 4 . 1 7 1 4 . 87 6 4 . 33 7 3 . 94 
9-11 8 4. 36 3 4 .  69 3 4 . 01 2 4. 39 
12 20 4. 18 9 4. 37 5 4. 03 6 4 . 02 
1-3 of College 12 4 . 22 6 4 . 44 2 4 . 33 4 3 . 82 
B .  S . 1 3. 69 0 1 3. 69 0 
Actual Total 60 4. 20 20 4. 47 20 4 . 1 7 20 3. 96 
*In the rating scale used: 0 = unaware ; 1 = awareness ; 2 = 
interested in the 23 practices ; 3 = pl anning to try the practices ;  
4 = tried the practices but not using ; and 5 = using the practices. 
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TABLE XLVI 
NUMBERS AND AVERAGE DAIRY MANAGEMENT PRACTICE DIFFUSIO N RATINGS 
OF ALL SULLIVAN COUN'IY DAIRY MEN INTERVI EWED , HIGH , MEDIUM 
AND LOW PROD UCERS BY SIZ E OF FARM CATEGO RIES* 
Al 1 Dairymen High Medium Low 
Siz e of Interviewed Producers Producers Producers 
Farm Avg. Avg. Avg. Avg. 
Ca tegory No. Rating No . Ratins; No.  Rat ins; No. Rat ing 
50-99 9 4. 06 1 4. 00 5 4. 07 3 4 . 06 
100-199 28 4. 17 13 4. 39 7 4. 04 8 3. 91 
200-399 19 4. 20 3 4. 54 7 4. 34 9 3. 97 
400-600 4 4. 76 3 4. 88 1 4. 39 0 
Actua l  Total 60 4. 20 20 4. 47 20 4. 17 20 3. 96 
*In the ·rating scale:  0 = unaware ; 1 = awareness ; 2 = inter­
ested in the 23 practices ; 3 = planning to try the practices ;  4 = 
tried the practices but not using ; and 5 = using the practices . 
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The highest average diffusion rating of 4 . 88 was registered for 
three high producers in the 400 -600 acre category . Likewise , the highest 
rating in the medium category was made by a sing le producer in the same 
interva l .  However , the highest rating in the l ow category was in the 
50-99  acre interva l .  
VIII. THE RELATION OF PRODUCTION AND MANAGEMENT 
LE VELS TO OCCUPATION 
Table XLVII gives the practice diffusion ratings for 7 "part ­
time farmers" as 4 o 47 ,  while 44 "ful l -time farmers" showed an average 
rating of 4 .  1 9 . The 14 high producers who were "full -time farmers" 
rated 4 . 5 1 ,  as compared to 3 . 93 for the 14 low producers . 
No "housewife or widow" was among the high producers , while 1 
was in the medium and 2 in the l ow groups with an average rating of 
4 . 3 5 for the three . 
There were no "professiona l , " "retired" or "wage earner" Grade 
A dairymen in the county . 
Occupat ions of da irymen appeared not to  be re lated to management 
levels , though ful l -time farmers did predominate . 
IX. THE RELATION OF PRODUCTION AND MANAGEMENT 
LE VELS TO SOUR CE OF INCOME 
Table XLVIII shows that "dairying" was the ma jor source of income 
for 51 of the 60 producers . For the 17 high producers listing dairying 
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TABLE XLVII 
NUMBERS AND AVERAGE DAIRY MANAGEMENT PRACTICE DIFFUSION RATINGS 
OF ALL SULLIVAN COUN'IY DAIRYMEN INTERVIEWED, HIGH , MEDIUM 
AND LOW PRODUCERS BY OCCUPATIONS* 
Al 1 Dairymen High Medium Low 
Occupation Interviewed Producers Producers Producers 
of Avg . Avg . Avg . Avg . 
Dairymen No . Rating No . Rating No . Rating No . Rating 
Ful l -time Farmer 44 4 . 19 14 4 . 51 16 4 . 13 14 3 . 93  
Part-time Farmer 7 4 . 47 3 4 .  74 1 4 .  78 3 4 . 09 
Business 3 4 . 23 2 4 . 43 1 3 . 83 0 
Professional 0 0 - 0 0 
Wage earner 0 0 0 0 
Housewife or 
Widow 3 4 . 35 0 1 4 . 57 2 4 . 24 
Other 3 3 . 59 1 3 . 22 1 4 . 13 1 3 . 43 
Actual Total 60 4 .  20 20 4 . 47 20 4 . 17 20 3 . 96 
*In the rating scale used : 0 = unawareness ; 1 = awareness ; 
2 = interested in the 23 practices ; 3 = planning to try practices ; 
4 = tr ied the pr act ices but not us ing ; and 5 = us ing the prac t ice s .  
TABLE XLVI I I 
NUMBERS AND AVERAGE DAIRY MANAGEMENT PRACTICE DIFFUSION RATINGS 
OF ALL SULLIVAN COUNTY DAIRYMEN INTERVIEWED , HIGH , MEDIUM 
AND LOW PRODUCERS BY MAJOR SOURCE OF INCOME* 
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All Dairymen High Medium Low 
Major Interviewed Producers Producers Producers 
Source of Avg. Avg . Avg . 
Income No. Rating No . Rating No . Rating No . 
Dairying 51 4 . 21 17 4 . 55 17  4 . 1 5  1 7  
Other Farm 1 4 .  78  0 1 4 .  78 0 
Nonfarm 8 4 . 04 3 4 . 03 2 3 . 98 3 
Actual Total 60 4 . 20 20 4 . 47 20 4 . 17 20 
*In the rating scale used : 0 = unawareness ; 1 = awareness ; 
2 = interested in the 2 3  practices ; 3 = planning to try practices ; 
4· = · ·tried the practices but not using ; and 5 = using the practices . 
Avg . 
Rating 
3 . 94 
4 . 09 
3 .  96 
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as a maj or source of income , t he ave rage rat ing was 4. 55 , as compared 
to 3 . 94 for 17 l ow produ ce rs. Only 1 dairymen (medium) reported " othe r  
farm" a s  a maj or source of income . 
Eight dairyme n had "nonfarm" income and rated 4. 04 as compared 
t o  51 who reported "dairying" as the ir maj or income with an average 
rating of 4. 2 1. 
X. THE RELATION OF PRODUCTION AND MANAGEMENT 
LEVEIB TO SEX 
Of the total number of re sp ondents interviewed there were 55 
" males" and 5 " fe ma les. " One woman was in the medium group , with a 
rating of 3 . 87 ,  and 4 in the l ow group , ave raging 4. 2 1. 
Table XLIX gives the " male s" an average rat ing of 4.  20 and the 
"fe males" 4. 14. 
XI • THE RELATION OF PRODUCT! ON AND MANAGEMENT 
LEVELS TO GROSS FAMILY INCOME 
Table  L shows sl ight posit ive re lat ions between product ion and 
management leve l s  and gross family income . Of al l dairymen who answe red 
the quest ion , the high produce rs rated higher for al l gross family in­
come cate gorie s  than e it her the medium or l ow producers. One high and 
one medium producer were in the cate gory of "$30 , 000 -$99, 999. " Also ,  
one-half of al l the dairymen  in the income category of "$12 , 000-$2 9, 999" 
were high producers rating 4. 45 .  
TABLE XLIX 
NUMBERS AND AVERAGE DAIRY MANAGEMENT PRACTICE DIFFUSION RATINGS 
OF ALL SULLIVAN COUN'IY DAIRYMEN INTERVIEWED, HIGH , MEDIUM 
AND LOW PRODUCERS BY SEX OF RESPONDENTS* 
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All Dairymen High Medium Low 
Sex Interviewed Producers Producers Producers 
of Avg . Avg . Avg .  




55 4 . 20 20 4 . 47 19 4 . 18 16 
5 4 . 14 0 1 3 . 87 4 
Total 60 4 . 20 20 4 . 47 20 4 . 17 20 




4 . 21 
3 . 96 
2 = interested in the 23 practices ; 3 = planning to try th� practices ; 
4 = tried the prac tices and 5 = using the prac tices. 
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TABL E L 
NUMBERS AND AVERAGE DAIRY MANAGEMENT PRACTICE DIFFUSION RATINGS 
OF ALL SULLIVAN COUNTY DAIRYMEN INTERVIEWED, HIGH , MEDIUM 
AND LOW PRODUCERS BY TOTAL GROSS FAMILY INCOME REPORTED* 
All Dairymen High Medium Low 
Total Gross Interviewed Produ cers Pro ducers Producers 
Family Income Avg . Avg . Avg . Avg . 
Category No . Rating No . Rating No . Rating No . Rating 
Not Answered 4 3. 90 0 1 3 . 69 3 3 . 97 
$2 , 000-11, 999 28 4 . 13 6 4. 43 11 4 . 16 11 3 . 94 
$12, 000- 29, 999 26 4 .  64 13 4. 45 7 4 . 2 2  6 4 . 00 
$30, 000-99, 999 2 4 . 65 1 4. 91 1 4 .  39 0 
Total 60 4 .  20 20 4 . 47 20 4. 17 20 3. 96 
*In the rating scale used: 0 = unawareness ; 1 = awareness ; 
2 = interested in the 23 practices ; 3 = planning to try the practices ; 
4 = tried the practices and 5 = using the practices o 
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XII. THE RELATION OF PRODUCTION AN D MA NAGEMENT 
LEVELS TO DAIRY HER D VAUJES 
There seemed to be a slight positive relation between management 
levels and herd ratings, as shown in Table LI, for all produc ers , medium 
and low producers. However, the trend was reversed for high producers -
a very slight negative relation being observed for management and herd 
rating. 
The dairymen who rated their herds "fair" rated 3 .  97 while those 
who rated their herds "good" scored 4 . 32 and the " excellent" scored 
4. 47. None of those answering rated their dairy operation as "poor. " 
XIII. THE RELATION ' OF PRODU CTION AND MANAGEMENT LEVELS 
TO INTEREST IN IMPROVING DAIRY MANAGEMENT . ' 
Table LII shows that the more that diarymen are interested in 
improving dairy management, the higher their score tends to be . This 
seemed to be true for eac h of the three production categories. For 
example, of all dairymen, those "not interestu had the lowest prac tice 
score, 3. 87, while those " very interested" had the highest , 4 .51 . 
It is interesting to note that 44 of the 60 dairymen appeared to 
be i( most .l y' high and medium produc ers) interested. in improving" , tli. eif da,iry 
manag ement levels, while 16 dairymen (mostly low and medium produc ers) 
seemed indifferent or not interested. 
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TABLE LI 
NUMBERS AND AVERAGE DAIRY MANAGEMENT PRACTICE DIFF US ION RATINGS 
OF ALL SULLIVAN COUNTY DAIRYMEN INTERVIF.WED, HIGH, MEDIUM 
AND LOW PRODUCERS BY RATINGS THEY GAVE THEIR 
OW N DAIRY HERDS* 
All Dairymen High Medium Low 
Ratings Dairymen Interviewed Producers Producers Producers 
Gave Their Own Avg. Avg. Avg. Avg.  
Herds No . Rating No. Rating No . Rating No . Rating 
Not Answere'd 2 4 .  so 1 4. 87 1 4. 13 0 
Poor 0 0 0 0 
Fair 24 3 . 97 1 4. 70 10 4. 05 13 3. 86 
Good 29 4. 32 17 4. 44 6 4. 18 6 4. 12 
Excellent 5 4. 47 1 4. 39 3 4. 57 1 4. 26 
Total 60 4. 20 20 4. 47 20 4. 17 20 3. 96 
*In the rating scale used : 0 = unawar eness ; 1 = awareness ; 
2 = interested in the 23 practices ; 3 = planning to try the pr actices ; 
4 = tried -the practices but not using ; and 5 = using the practices. 
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TABL E LII 
NUMBERS AND AVERAGE DAIRY MANAGEMENT PRACTICE DIFFUSION RATINGS 
OF ALL SULLIVAN COUN'IY DAIRY MEN INTER.VI E.WED, HIGH ,  MEDIUM 
AND LOW PRODUCERS BY INTEREST OF RESPONDENT IN 
IMP ROVING HIS DAI RY MANAGEMENT* 
Al 1 Dairymen High Medium Low 
Degree of Interest Interviewed Producers Producers Producers 
in Improving Dairy Avg. _ Avg. Avg. Avg. 
Management Level No. Ratin� · No . Rating No . Rating No . Rating 
Not I nterested 3 3. 87 0 1 3 . 52 2 4. 05 
I ndif f erent 13 3. 79 1 4. 00 3 3. 71 9 3 . 79 
Somewhat Inter-
ested 21 4. 16 5 4. 14 1 0  4. 27 6 3 . 99 
Very Interested 23 4 . 51 14 4 .  62 6 4. 34 3 4. 35 
Total 60 4. 20 20 4. 47 20 4. 17 20 3 .  96 
*In the rating scale used : 0 = unawareness ; 1 = awareness ; 
2 = interested in the 23 practices ; 3 = planning to try the practices ; 
4 = tried the practices but not using ; and 5 = using the practices. 
CHAPTER III 
SUMMARY 
Sixty Grade A milk producers were interviewed in Sullivan C ounty 
in 1964 . The generally-stated purpose guiding the study 'was to deter-
mine management practices of Grade A milk producers in Sullivan County. 
it also was the purpose to compare practices of high, medium and low 
producers. 
Twenty- three recommended dairy management practi ces were selected 
for the study . Ratings were given each respondent on each practi ce, and 
average rati ngs for all 23 practi ces were co mputed as a basis for �om­
paratively studying management level. 
A review of avai lable li terature disclosed the followi ng general 
information concerning management practices of Grade A milk producers: 
1 .  There is  general agreement that dairymen must carry out good 
management and producti on practices if milk consumption is to be pro­
moted (9 :2) 
2 .  Dairymen with herds on off icial tes t ing pro grams tend to 
increase production faster than those with herds not tested (12 : 3 ) 
3.  More than one- half of al l Grade A Tennessee producers • · 
reportedly planned to expand herds when checked in 1963 (5 : 5) .  
I. REVIEW OF FINDINGS 
Followi ng is a brief summary of the maj or findings of the study 
as related to management practi ces of Grade A milk producers in 
9 7  
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Sullivan County: 
1 .  On the average, about 70 percent of all producers were using 
each of the 23 recounnended dairy management practices,, high producers 
consistently operating at higher management levels 
2 .  Of the 23 practices, only two were being used by all dairy­
men, namely "60-day dry period provided cows" and "12-14 month calving 
period provided" 
3.  Eighty-five percent of all producers were using the bundle 
of six practices related to breeding . High producers averaging in the 
" using" stage and low in the "tried" stage of the diffusion process 
4 .  Seventy-five percent of high producers used artificial 
insemination to breed heifers as compared to 55 percent for medium and 
30 percent of the low producers 
5. High producers used a dairy bull 85 percent of the time to 
breed cows as compared to 60 percent for medium and 45 percent for low 
producers 
6. Only about one-half of all producers were using the four prac­
tices relating to the keeping a nd use of _ r ecords , high producers aver -
aging in the "tried" stage and low in the "interested" stag e  
7 .  On the average about two-thirds of all producers were using 
the bund le Qf seven practices related to feeding, both high and low 
producers averaging in the " tried" stage, though more high dairymen 
we re using the practices 
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8. Fifty percent of the hig h producers bought all of their con­
centrates while only 35 percent of the low producers bought their con­
centrates 
9. Ni nety percent of the high producers did not gri nd hay in · 
their rations as compared to 75 p ercent of the low producers 
10. High producers had an average silage storage capacity of 
282 tons as compared to 197 tons for the low producers 
11 . S eventy-two percent of all dai rymen were using the four 
practices grouped under the headi ng of sanitation and milking system , 
both high and low producers averaging in the "tri ed" stage 
12 . The vast maj ori ty (88 percent) reportedly sought dai ry 
management advice, high producers averag ing in the "usi ng" stage and 
the low in the "tri ed" stage 
13. Ninety percent of the hig h producers were interested in 
improving their dairy management level as compared to only 80 percent 
of the medium and 45 percent of the low producers. 
I I . IMPLICATIONS 
The data suggests that f urther �xtension efforts need to be made 
to reach and teach Grade A dairymen, especially those who may be classi­
fi ed as medium and low producers, reoriented to the following special 
needs: 
1 .  Low producers were only " interested" in the crici tal record 
keeping and usi ng practices, while high producers had " tried" and re­
j ected the same 
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2 . Low producers , in the main,  were us ing beef-type bulls on 
cows and heifers , wh ile h igh were using dairy bul ls  
3 .  Low p roducers , gene rally, were "pl anning to try" the p ractice 
of provid ing adequate improved pasture,  while high producers had "tried" 
and rejected it 
4 .  Low producers had "tried" and rejected the practice of p ro­
vid ing hay and/or silage on pasture ,  wh ile high producers were "using" 
it . 
In each of the cases sighted above medium producers tend to fall 
between low and high . 
PROB LEM C 
FACTORS INF LUENCI NG DAIRY MA NAGEMENT PRACTICE ADOPTION 
BY SULLIVAN COUNTY GRA DE A MILK PRODUCERS 
A Special Problem in Lieu of . Thesis 
In  Partial Fulf illment 
of the Req uirement s of the Degree 
Mast er of Science 
by 




In t he two previou s problems , characte ristics and management 
pract ice s of Su llivan County Grade A m ilk p roducer s we re cons ide red , 
Furt he r  analyse s of data obtained from a survey of all Grade A milk 
produ cers in Sullivan County , Tennessee , we re needed in orde r to 
ident ify ot her factors influencing t hem to adopt or not to adopt 
re comme nded dairy management p ract ice s . 
During the pe rsonal interview wit h the 60  dairymen , ce rtain 
que st ions we re asked each re spondent conce rning his "like s "  and 0d is ­
like s"  as far as Grade A dairy farm ing was concerned . Also , t hey were 
asked for re asons why some dairymen often do not adopt re commended 
pract ice s and certain ot her re levant informat ion . 
C on s iderable effort has been made toward attempt ing to present 
new ,  research- based , educat ional informat ion to Sullivan C ounty Grade 
A dairymen by county and state A gricultural Extens ion personnel.  S ome 
of the me thods t hat have been u sed were : demonstrat ion s ;  tours ; farm 
management schools ; dairy meet ings ; hay and s i lage works hops ; ci rcular 
letters ; news art icle s ; rad io and T .  V.  programs ; 4-H and open dairy 
s hows , and individual work wi t h  producer s .  Attempt s have been made to 
part ially evaluate t he re sult s  of t his te aching, but no previous attempts 
have been made to  establis h a " benchmark" concerning ot her factors 
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causing dairymen to acce pt or re ject recommended dairy manageme nt prac­
tices .  
I .  PURPOSE OF THE STUDY 
This study was designed to identify factors , other than those 
previously identified , that influence Sullivan County Grade A milk 
producers to adopt and use recommended dairy management practices . 
I I . REVIEW OF LI TERATURE 
Studies ( 1 :4) have shown that fanners adopt new ideas or prac­
tices at different times . Fanners te nd to be at different stages in 
the adoption process at differe nt times as it may relate to a given 
recomme nded , proven practice or bundle of  practices . 
Authorities ( 1 : 7 ) generally agree that the stages in the adoptioQ 
process include the following :  1 )  awareness ( re ferred to in the study 
as "aware" ) ; 2) interest ( hereafter referred to as "interested" ) ; 3) 
evaluation ( referred to hereafter as "planning to try") ;  4) trial ( called 
"tr ied" in this study� ; and 5) adoption ( hereafter called "us ing" ) . 
Research has indicated , in ge neral te nns , that as one proceeds from 
unaware ness to "using" that more intensive or perso nal co ntacts are 
required if individual fanners are to adopt a practice . 
At the "aware" and "interested" stages ,  mass media sources such 
as farm magazines ,  newspapers , radio and television are helpful . At 
·the "planning to try" and "tried" stages , personal contacts ge nerally 
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be come more important inf luence s than mas s med i a .  When farme rs move 
cl oser to the "us ing" s tage , contacts  with rep re sentat ive s of  agr icu l ­
tural agenc ie s ,  ne ighbors and fr iends and othe r influent ial s become 
more import ant ( 1 : 7 ) .  
I I I . METHODS 
An interview-type su rvey was conducted with the 6 0  Grade A milk 
produce rs in Sul l ivan C ounty . Each re spondent was hande d a card and 
asked to � c omp lete the fol l owing typed sentence on it : "The thing I 
l ike most  about dairy farm ing is 1 1 A l s o ,  another card was handed 
the dairyman , and again he was asked to  comp lete the fol lowing sentence 
typed on it : "The th ing I d is l ike mo st about dairy farming is  I I  
In  orde r to  obtain the var ious re as ons why dairymen often do not 
adopt recommended management prac t ice s , a card set of ten re asons , one 
re ason typed on e ach card , was handed to the dairyman . He was asked to 
se lect the three most  important re asons why he thought Grade A dairymen 
did not use re commended management pract ice s .  Afte r the producer made 
his  sele ct ion the inte rviewe r turned ove r  the cards and recorded the 
reasons  by numbe r .  He then as ked the respondent if the re were add it ional 
re asons al so . 
The producers we re d ivided into h igh , med ium , and l ow categor ies  
accord ing to annual ave rage pounds of  butte rfat sold  pe r cow .  Produc­
t ion records f or 196 3 we re u sed . F ind ings wil l  be pre sented in numbers  
and percents , and in  ave rage s where su itabl e . Main compar isons wi l l  be 
be tween h igh and l ow producers . The medium group wi l l  be cons idered 
whe re app ropr iate . 
CHAPTER I I  
FINDINGS 
I .  THINGS LIKED MOST ABOUT GRADE A MILK PRODUCTION 
As seen in Table LI I I , 55 percent ( 33 dairymen) of all producers 
gave the following re ason as their first like about Grade A dairying , 
"It provides a regular source of income and is a stable form of agricul­
ture . ' '  The next large like among all producers , with 38 percent ( 2 3  
dairyme n) reporting was , " I  love dairy cattle . "  The remaining 7 per­
ce nt of . all producers were in the "Other" or " It ' s  what I know best" 
categories . 
The first like for th e majority of the producers , " I t provides 
a regular source of income and is a stable form of agriculture , "  was 
not the first choice for the high producers . Only 45 perce nt of the 
high producers reported the re ason as their first choice as compared 
to 65 perce nt of the medium and 55 percent of the low producers . 
Fifty- five perce nt of the high producers re ported the thing they 
liked most as "I love dairy cattle " as compared to only 30 percent of 
both the medium and low producers . 
II . THINGS DI SLIKED MOST ABOUT GRADE A MILK PRODUCTION 
Forty perce nt of all dairymen gave the one thing that they 
disliked most about Grade A dairying as , "Too confining'.' . The second 
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TAB LE LIII 
NUMB ERS AND PERCENTS OF ALL SULLIVAN COUNTY DAIRYMEN INTERVIEWED ,  
HIGH, MEDIUM AND LOW PRODUCERS MENTIONING THINGS 'lll .EY  LIKED 
MOST ABOUT GRADE A DAIR Y PRODUCTION* 
Things Liked Most All Dairymen High Medium Low 
About Grade A Interviewed Producers Producers Producers 
Dairying No. % No. % No. % No . % 
It provides a regu-
lar source of in-
come and is a 
stable form of 
agriculture 33 55 9 45 1 3  65 1 1  55 
I love dairy -� 
cattle 2 3  38 1 1  55  6 30 6 30 
It ' s  what I 
know best 1 2 0 0 0 0 1 5 
Other 3 5 0 0 1 5 2 10  
Total 60 1 00 20 1 00 20  1 00 20 100 
*Percents are rounded to nearest whole number. 
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cho ice among the d is l ike s was "The return on my t ime and money is  inade­
quate" f or 28  percent of a l l  dairymen . S ixteen pe rcent of all dairymen 
reported "other" d is l ike s othe r than the one s shown in Tab le  LIV .  
Fifty percent ( 1 0 dairymen) o f  the high produce r s  reported the ir  
main di s l ikes to be , "Too conf ining" as compared to 30 pe rcent ( 6  dairy­
men) of the l ow produce rs , for the same di s l ike . I t  wou ld appear that 
maybe the high produce rs took much more t ime and inte re st  in the ir dairy 
ope rat ion than the l ow p roducers . Ten pe rcent of the high produce rs 
d is l iked "Diff icul t ie s  wi th l abor " as compared to 5 percent of the med ium 
and 1 0  percent of the l ow produce rs . E ight pe rcent (4  dairymen) of a l l  
produc ers  l isted two d is l ike s , " Inspectors are inadequate and incons is­
tent" , and ''My fac il itie s  aren ' t  su ited to  it , "  a s  gre ate st  di s l ike s . 
Al l we re e ither med ium or low producers . 
I I I .  REASONS WHY GRADE A DAIRYMEN 00 NOT 
ADOPT RECOMMENDED PRACTICES 
When the three mos t important reasons why dairymen often do not 
adopt recommended dairy managment pract ice s ,  we re summar iz ed for al l 
producer s
P 
it was found that 6 5  percent gave the reason , "Cost  of 
pract ice s outwe ighs pos s ib l e  bene f its . " As seen in Table LV , forty­
seven pe rcent of al l producers al so  gave the re as ons , "Don ' t  have the 
technical knowl edge needed" and "Fac i l itie s  are not su ited , "  to p l ace 
them in a t ie pos it ion as the second h igh reasons why dairymen may not 
adopt pract ice s .  No maj or  d if ference s were found be tween the high and 
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TABL E LIV 
NUMBERS AND PERCENTS OF ALL S ULLIVAN COUN'IY DAI RYMEN INTERVIEWED, 
HIGH, MEDIUM AND LOW PRODUC ERS MENTIONING THINGS THEY DISLIKED 
MOST ABOUT GRADE A DAI RY PRODUCTION* 
Thing Disliked All Dairymen High Medium Low 
Most About Grade Interviewed Produ cers Producers Producers 
"A" Dairying No . % No. % No. % No. % 
Too confining 24 40 1 0  s o  8 40 6 30 
The return on my 
time and money 
is inadequate 1 7  28 6 30 5 25  6 30 
My facilities 
aren� t suited 
to it 2 4 0 0 1 5 1 5 
Inspectors are 
inadequate and 
inconsistent 2 4 0 0 1 5 1 5 
Difficulties with 
labor 5 8 2 10  1 5 2 1 0  
Other 10  1 6  2 10  4 20 4 20 
Total 60 1 00 20  100 20 100 20 100 
*Percents are rounded to nearest whole number . 
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TABLE LV 
NUMBERS AND PERC ENTS OF ALL SULLIVAN COUNTY DAI RYMEN INTERVI EWED , 
HIGH , MEDIUM AND LOW PRODUC ERS RANKING VARIOUS REASONS WHY GRAD E 
A DAIRYMEN DO NOT ADOPT RECOMMENDED DAIRY MANAGEMENT 
PRACTIC ES FIRST , SECOND OR THI RD* 
Reasons Why Da irymen Al l Da irymen High Medium Low 
Do Not Adopt Interviewed Produ cers Produce rs Produ ce rs 
Re commended Pra ctice s** No. ', '% No. % No. % No. % 
Not Answered 4 7 4 20 0 0 0 0 
1 .  Cost of pract ice s outwe ighs 
pos s ible bene f it s  39 65  1 3  65 14 70 1 2  60 
2 . Don ' t  have the technica l 
knowle dge needed 28 4 7 9 45 1 0  50 9 45 
3 .  Facil ities  are not suited 28 4 7  9 45 10 so 9 45 
4 .  Phys ically  unable to do 
supervis ion and manage-
ment of job needed 23 38 8 40 4 20  11 5 5  
s .  More rewa rding act ivit ies  
cla im owner ' s  time and 
money 2 1  34 7 35  9 45 5 25  
6 .  Don ' t  be l ieve practices  
are sound 1 1  1 9  6 30 3 1 5  2 1 0  
7 .  Expe ct to se l l  da iry herd 9 1 5  2 1 0  2 1 0  5 25  
8 .  Expect to move away f rom 
farm 7 1 2  2 1 0  3 1 5  2 1 0  
9 .  Have tried and found 
un sat isfa ctory 6 9 0 0 3 1 5  3 1 5  
1 0 .  Unce rta in ity of owne rship 
in divided estate 4 7 0 0 2 1 0  2 1 0  
*Pe rcents are rounded to nearest  whol e number . 
**Numbe rs  and per cents do not add up to total s s ince a l l  dairy­
men gave three most important re asons . 
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l ow producers for the three most f requent ly ment ioned re asons . 
The fou rth reason s ing led ou t as to why recommended pract ices 
often are not adop ted by dairymen was the reason , "Phys ica l ly unabl e to 
do supe rvis ion and management of job needed , "  38 per cent of al l producers 
ag ree ing . On ly 40 percent of the high as compared to 5 5  percent of the 
low produce rs  gave Re ason 4 ,  as the ir col lect ive fourth cho ice . From 
the earl ie r Problem B ,  ' 'Management Pract ice s of S u l l ivan County Grade 
A Mi lk Producers , "  analys is , it was re vealed that l ow produce rs we re , 
on the ave rage , the older  dairymen . Therefore , one might have expe cted 
Re ason 4 to be highe r among the low produce rs . I t  was the second most 
frequent ly ment ioned re ason for low produce rs . 
The s ix rema in ing reasons (Tab le LV) and percent s of al l pro­
duce rs ment ioning them we re : 1 )  Re ason 5 ,  "More reward ing act ivit ies  
c laim owne r ' s  t ime and money" ( 34 percent , 35  percent of  the high and 
2 5  pe rcent of the low) ; 2) Re ason 6 ,  "Don ' t  be l ieve pract ice s are sound" 
( 1 9 percent , 30 pe rcent of the high and only  10 percent of the low) ; 3 )  
Re ason 7 ,  "Expect to se l l  dairy he rd" ( 1 5 percent , 10  pe rcent of the 
high and 2 5  pe rcent of the low) ; 4) Reason 8 ,  "Expect to move away 
from farm" ( 1 2 percent , 10  percent of bo th high and low) ; 5 )  Reason 9 ,  
"Have tried and found uns at isfacto ry" ( 9  pe rcent , none for the high 
and 15 pe rcent for the low) , and 6) Reason 1 0 ,  "Unce rta inty of owne r­
ship in divided e s tate" ( 7  pe rcent , none for the high and 10 percent 
of the l ow) . 
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I n  looking at the above six reasons 1 several points 1 seemed worthy 
of mention . The fact that more rewardi ng activities may be cl aiming the 
owner ' s  time and money might indicate that other enterprises are compet-
ing with dairy in Sul l iva n County . 
Furthermore, though high producers were operating at higher man­
agement l evel s 1 mor� of them questioned some of the f req uently recom­
mended practices . This woul d suggest that said practices might not 
have produced the resul ts expected. 
I t  was al so interesting to note that so many seemed to indicate 
their pl ans to sel l their dairy herd and/or move away from the f arm. 
This points to a continuation of t'he trend to fewer Grade A dairymen 
in this county . 
Other Reasons Why Dairymen Do Not Adopt Recommended Practices 
None of the 60 Sul l ivan County Grade A mil k producers gave any 
additional reasons why dairymen do not adopt recommended dairy manage­
ment practices other than the set of ten found in the previous tabl e 
( see Tabl e LV) • 
IV. DAIRY MANAGEMENT ADVICE SOUGHT 
Tabl e LVI shows that three- fourths of al l dairymen ranked the 
" mil k pl ant fiel d man" as their first choice when they sought advice 
concerning dairy management . Medium and low producers agreed with 
the choice. However, high producers most freq uentl y mentioned the 
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TABL E LVI 
NUMBERS AND PERCENTS OF ALL SULLIVAN COUNTY DAIRYMEN INTER.VI EWED, 
HIGH ,
1
MEDIUM AND LOW PRODUC ERS BY FREQUENCY WI TH WHICH THEY 
REPORTED HAVING SOUGHT ADVICE CONCERNING . DAIRY MANAGEMENT 
OF C ERTAIN INDIVIDUALS* 
Perso n from which All  D airyme n High Medium Low 
Advice wa s I nterviewed Producers Producers Producers 
Sought** No . % No . % No . % No . % 
0 .  None sought 6 1 0  0 0 2 1 0  4 20  
1 .  Mil k plant 
fie ld man 45  75  14 70 1 6  80 1 5  7 5  
2 .  County agent 42 7 0  1 8 90  14  . 70  10  so 
3 .  Neighbor or 
Frie nd 40 67 1 7  8 5  1 0  so 1 3  65 
4 .  Hea l th Depart-
ment Sani-
tarian 36  60 1 6  80 1 2  60 8 40 
s .  Local veter-
inaria n 35 58 1 6  80 1 1  5 5  8 40 
6 .  Feed dea l er 
or sales-
man 30 so 1 1  5 5  1 1  5 5  8 40 
7 . D . H . I . A .  
Supervisor 
or A . B . A .  
Technicia n 2 8  4 7  1 6  80  9 45 3 1 5  
8 .  Extension 
dairyme n 1 6  27  11  55  3 1 5  2 1 0  
9 .  Banker or PCA 
Repre se nta-
tive 8 1 3  5 2 5  1 5 2 1 0  
1 0 . Vo-Ag teacher 1 2 0 0 0 0 1 5 
*Perce nts are rounded to neare st  whole  number . 
**Numbers and perce nts do not add up to tota l s  since mo s t  dairy-
me n listed more than one source of  informatio n .  
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"county agent" as a source . Fifty percent or more of a 11 producers 
sought advice from each of six different individuals named . The "county 
agent" was the second most frequently mentioned person called on, 70 
percent of all producers listing his name . Ninety percent (18 dairymen) 
of the high producers, 70 percent (14 dairymen) of the medium and 50 
percent (10 dairymen ) of the low sought his advice . .,Neighbors or 
friends" ranked third overall with 67 percent of all producers report­
ing . As was true above for the county agent, more of the high producers 
(85 percent) received advice from their neighbors or friends than did 
those in the medium (SO percent) and low (65 percent) groups . 
The fourth high ranking individual to give advice was the "health 
department sanitarian . .. Sixty percent of all producers received helpful 
information pertaining to their dairy operation from this person . When 
groups are compared, it is found that 80 percent of the high and 40 per­
cent of the low reported this individual . 
The "local veterinarian,. gave advice to 58 percent of all dairy­
men . Again it is seen that more high producers (80 percent) used this 
person as a source of advice than d id the low (40 percent) .  A "feed 
dealer or salesman,. ranked sixth as an ind ividual whose advice dairy­
men sought . Fifty percent of all producers used a feed dealer or sales­
man, but very little difference was found among the groups . 
The seventh source of advice was given by •� . H .  I .  A .  (Dairy 
Herd Improvement Association) supervisor or A .  B. A.  (Artificial Breeding 
Association) technician . .. Forty-seven percent of all producers sought 
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advice from one and/or the other of these persons. While 80 percent of 
the high producers were using this source, only 15 percent of the low 
mentioned it. As found in the two related previous studies, more of 
the high producers bred their cows artificially and were on official 
testing programs, as compared to the medium and low producers . An 
"E xtension dairyman" was mentioned by 27 percent of all producers as 
a source of advice. More of the high producers (55 percent apparently 
used this source for information than did the low (10 percent). 
The ninth source where 13 percent of all producers obtained help 
was a local "banker or PCA (Production C redit Association) representa­
tive." A " vocational agriculture teacher" ranked tenth, with only 2 
percent of all diarymen reporting, as a source of advice. 
It is interesting to note that the number of high producers out-
ranked, the number of low producers f or eight of the ten persons listed 
from whom advice was sought . Also, the average number of sources con­
tacted for all producers was 4. 7 ,  for high was 6 . 2, medium 4.4 and low 
3 . 4 .  
V. ADDITIONAL SOU RCES OF DAIRY MANAGEMENT 
INFORMATION USE D  
As shown in Table LVII, the average number of additional sources 
from which all dairyman received information pertaining to the manage� 
ment of their dairy herds was 5 . 8. The high producers averaged 8.1, 
medium 4 . 8  and low 4 . 5 .  
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TABL E LVII 
NUMBERS AND PERCENTS OF ALL SULLIVAN COUNTY DAIRYMEN INTER.VIE.WED, 
HIGH, MEDIUM AND LOW PRODUCERS BY  FREQUENCY WI TH WHICH THEY 
REPO RTED RECEIVING INFORMATION USEFUL IN. THE MANAGEMENT 
OF THEI R DAIRY HERDS FROM DIFFERENT SOURCES* 
Source of All Dairymen High Medium Low 
Useful Interviewed Producers Producers Producers 
Information No . % No . % No. % No . % 
University B ulletins 
and Publications 2 6  43 1 3  65  5 25  8 40 
Commercial B ulletins 37 62 1 6  80 9 45 1 2  60 
Farm Magazines 59 98 20 1 00 20  1 00 19  9 5  
Daily Newspaper 37  62 1 5  7 5  ll 5 5  ll 5 5  
Weekly Newspaper 24 40 1 5  7 5  4 20  5 2 5  
Radio 32 5 3  1 7  8 5  8 40 7 35 
Television 28 47  1 5  7 5  7 35 6 30 
Farm Meetings 35  58  1 7  85  10  so 8 40 
Field Day and 
Tours 32 5 3  1 6  80 8 40 8 40 
Newsletters 38 63 18 90 14 70 6 30 
Total 60 1 00 20 100 20  100 20 1 00 
Average number of 
sources from which 
information was 
received during 
the past year. 5 . 8  8. 1 4 . 8  4. 5 
*Percents are rounded to nearest whole number . 
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Ninety-eight percent of all producers used "farm magaz ines" as 
an additional source of inf ormation during the year. Among the 60  dairy­
men , only one low producer did not use farm magaz ines. 
More than three-fif ths of all producers used "commercial bulletins, "  
"daily newspaper" and "newsletters" as a source of usef ul infor mation. 
For the three sources named, more high producers used these metho ds than 
was true for other groups, but "newsletters, " were used by considerably 
more of the high producers (90 percent) than of the low (30 percent). 
All other additional sources were used by from 40 to 58 percent 
of all producers. I n  every case a larger percent of high producers used 
the sources of information more than the medi um and low groups (see 
Table LVI I). The dif f erences between percentages of high and low pro­
ducers mentioning the Extension related items is striking. F or example , 
at least twice as many high producers as low mentioned farm meetings, 
field days and tours. The same was true for radio and television . High 
producers again led in their use of University bulletins and publica-
tions, though more than one-half of all producers (57 percent) did not 
report this source. 
VI . DEGREE TO WHICH I NTE RVIEWE R WAS FAMILIA R 
WIIB DAI RY SITUATIONS 
As seen in Table LVI I I_ , the interviewer was only "very familiar" 
with 2 percent of all producers, the one dairyman being a high pro-
ducer, in regards to their dairy situations. An additional 25 percent 
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TABLE LVI II  
NUMB ERS AND PERCENTS OF ALL SULLIVAN COUNTY DAI RYMEN I NTERVI EWED, 
HIGH, MEDI UM AND LOW PRODUC ERS BY DEG REE TO WHI CH I NTERVI EWER 
WAS F AMILIAR WI TII TIIE DAI RY SI TUATIONS OF TIIE RESPONDENTS* 
Degree to Which Al l Dairymen High Medium Low 
I nterviewer Knew I nterviewed Producers Producers Producers 
Dairy Situation No.  % No. % No . % No. % 
Very Famil iar 1 2 1 5 0 0 0 0 
Fairl y Familia r 1 5  2 5  1 1  5 5  3 1 5  1 5 
Not Very Famil iar 29 48 6 30 1 3  65  10 so 
Not Famil iar 1 5  2 5  2 10  4 20 9 45 
Total 60 100 20  100 20 100 20  100 
*Percents are rounded to nearest whol e number. 
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were "fairl y" famil iar. " Sixty percent of the high producers and onl y 
5 percent of the low had dairy situations that were at l east "fairl y 
f arnil iar. " 
The interviewer was " not very famil iar" or " not famil iar" with 
al most three-fourths of al l producers ( l argel y made up of the medium 
and low). This might suggest th at the more Extension contacts that 
the interviewer had had with each dairymen the higher degree he knew 
the dairy situation and the higher their production l evel . 
VI I .  PRODUCER' S NEED FOR INCREASI NG ATTENTION GIVEN 
TO THE MANAGEMENT OF THE HERD 
In Tabl e LIX, the intervi ewer ' s  opinion was tha� 6 0  percent of 
al l produ cers " shoul d pay more attention" to the management of their 
herds . Forty percent (8 dairymen) were high producers and 80 percent 
( 16 dairyme n) l ow. 
The interviewer was "u ncertain" about 38 percent of al l producers. 
Of this group, most ( 55 percent) were high producers, onl y 20 percent 
of the l ow being so cl assified. Al so ,  onl y one p roducer ( high) was 
pl aced in the category of "shoul d not pay more attention" to manage-
ment of the herd, indicating a rel ativel y high level of management at 
the time of the survey . 
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TABLE LIX 
NUMBERS AND PERCENTS OF ALL SULLIVAN COUNTY DAIRYMEN INTERVIEWED , 
HIGH , MEDIUM AND LOW PRODUCERS WHO SHOULD , IN TIIE INTERVIEWER ' S  
OPINION , PAY MORE ATTENTION TO TIIE MANAGEMENT OF 
TIIEIR DAIRY HERD* 
Attention Paid to All Dairymen High Medium Low 
Management of Interviewed Producers Producers Producers 
Dairy Herd No. % No . % No . % No . % 
Should Pay More 
Attention 36  60 8 40 1 2  60 1 6  80 
Should Not Pay 
More Attention 1 2 1 5 0 0 0 0 
Uncertain 23 38 1 1  5 5  8 40 4 20 
Not Answered 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Total 60 1 00 20  1 00 20 1 00 20 1 00 
*Percents are rounded to nearest whole number. 
CHAPTER III 
SUMMARY 
Data concern ing a l l  60 county Grade A mil k produce rs we re ga the red 
by Extens ion pe rsonne l in Sull ivan County for use as a ba s is in pl ann­
ing the Extens ion program . The purpose of the pre sent analys is wa s to 
ident ify fa ctors othe r than those a l ready ide ntif ied that have inf lu­
enced Sull ivan County Grade A milk produce rs to adopt and use or not 
to adopt re commended da iry mana gement practices . 
A review of the ava i lable  l itera ture re veal ed consensus on the 
fol lowing general points :  
1 .  Fa rmer s tend to adopt new ideas  or pra ctice s at di ffere nt 
time s 
2 .  They are expe cted to be at  different stages  in the d iffusion 
proce ss  on the same and d if fere nt pract ice at  any one pe riod of time 
3. Ma ss  med ia sour ce s are hel pful in inf luencing farmer s  in the 
"awa re " and " inte re sted" stage s of the dif fus ion proce s s  
4 .  Intens ive per sona l conta ct s be come more and more important 
as ind ividua l fa rmers move from a state of unawa rene ss  -- to the "us­
ing" stage in the d if fus ion proce s s  for any pract ice 
5 .  Ne ighbor s �nd fr iend s and repre sentat ive s of agricul tura l 
agen c ies  are inf luent ia l in he lping to affect  ind ividuals  c losest  to 
the "us ing" stage . 
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I. REVIEW OF FINDINGS 
The following is a short review of the finding s in the study : 
1 .  More tha n one-half of the producers (55 percent) gave ,  "It 
provides a regula r source of income and is a sta ble form of agriculture , ' ' 
a s  the item they liked most a bout Gra de A dairy fa rming 
2 .  More than one-third (38 percent) reported , ' 'I love dairy 
cattle, " as the second most freq uently liked item 
3. Two-fifths (40 percent) of the dairymen disliked the fa ct 
tha t  dairying is "Too confining '.' 
4 .  The second most freq uently reported (28 percent) dislike 
wa s "The return on my time and money is ina dequa te" 
5 .  Two- thirds (65 percent) of a ll producers, selected "C ost of 
practices outweighs possible benefits' ' as  most freq uently mentioned 
reason why da irymen often do not adop t recommended ma nagement practices 
6 .  Nea rly one-ha lf (47 percent) of a ll producers ga ve "D on' t 
ha ve technica l knowledge needed" and "Fa cilities are not suited" as 
their second and third most frequently mentioned rea sons why da irymen 
often do not use such pra ctices 
7 .  About one-third (34 percent) of all producers ga ve the rea­
sons , ' ' More rewa rding activities cla im owner ' s  time a nd money,' ' to 
exp lain why some often fa il to a cce�t pra ctices 
8 .  Thirty percent of the high producers a nd on). y  10 percent of 
the low ga ve the rea son , . "D on't believe practices are sound' ' as  to why 
da irymen often do not adopt pra ctices 
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9 . Ten percent of the high and medium producers and one-fourth 
of the low expect to sell the dairy herd and/or leave farming 
IO � Three-fourths (75 percent) of all the producers obtained 
dairy management information from the milk plant field man , the leading 
individual source 
I I. The county agent was the second most frequently mentioned 
person contacted for advice , 90 percent of the high producers and 50 
percent of the low reporting 
12. One-half or more of all producers sought advice from each of 
six different sources of dairy management information , and the number 
of high producers exceeded that of the low in nearly every case 
13 . The average number of individual sources of advice contacted 
for all dairymen was 4. 7 ,  for high pr oducers was 6 . 2  and for low was 3. 4 
14 . Nearly all (98 percent) of the producers mentioned farm mag­
azines most frequently as a source of additional management information 
IS. The average number of sources of all additional information 
mentioned by dairymen was 5 . 8 , for high producers was 8 . 1  and for low 
was 4 . 5 
16. One-half or more of all producers mentioned using important 
Extension related sources of information such as farm meetings , field 
days and tours 
17 . In the interviewer ' s  opinion , 60 percent of all producers 
should pay more attention to the management of their herds , 40 percent 
of the high and 80 percent of the low. 
II . IMPLICATIONS 
The �al lowing impl ica tions may be drawn from the findings of 
the s tudy for use in Extens ion program pl anning : 
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1 .  The l ike s and dis l ike s of Grade A da irymen in . Sul l ivan County 
sugge s t  the ir dissatisfaction with the drudgery and conf ineme nt re lated 
to Grade A milk product ion , and the ir high intere s t  in f ind ing economi- ­
cal  short cuts and ways  of saving time and labor 
2 .  Low producer s and other s who felt  they la cked ne ces sary te chn i­
ca l knowledge and those who need to pay more attent ion to manageme nt 
const itute aud ie nce s for intens ive Extens ion teaching efforts  
3 .  S ince Extens ion per sonnel and Extens ion re lated activit ies  
a re re l ied  on for da iry management informa tion more by high produce rs 
in the county than othe r s , add itiona l  attent ion might be directed towa rd 
the l a tter . 
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APPENDIX 
THE AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERVICE t UNIVERSITY OF TENNESSEE 
Knoxville, Tennessee 
TENNESSEE GRADE A DAIRYING SURVEY 
IN'IRODUCTION : I am helping with a survey that is being made by the 
University of Tennessee. The purpose is to obtain information to use 
in planning programs helpful to Grade A dairymen. The answers you give 
will be added to those given by other dairymen who are being interviewed 
in this county and other parts of the state to get a complete picture of 
the dairy situation. Could I have a little of your time to go over 
these questions? 
1. Total acres in farm 
---
Cropland acres 
2 ,  Major occupation of the respondent 
a. Full-time farmer 
---
b. Part-time farmer 
---
c. Business (specify) 
---
d. Professional (specify) 
---




e. Wage earner __ _ 




h ,  Other (specify) 
---
No 
4. If your answer to question 3 above is NO, what is your major source 
of income? 
-------------
5 .  Would you please complete this sentence? (Hand respondent card. ) 
"The thing I like most about Grade A da iry production is 
TO THE INTERVIEWER : If the respondent mentions more than one thing , 
write down all of them, and ask him "which is most important? " Then 
underscore it. 
6 .  Would you please complete this sentence? (Hand respondent card. ) 
"The thing I dislike most about Grade A dairy production is 
TO THE INTERVIEWER : If the respondent mentions more than one thing , 
write down all of them , and ask him 0which is most important?u Then 
underscore it . 
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7 .  We have l isted on these cards some reasons why Grade A da iry farmers 
do not adopt recommended da iry production practices . (Hand respond­
ent set of cards . )  Now , here is what we would l ike you to do : 
a .  P lease look through a l l  of the cards ; read each one ; and pick 
out the three cards that show why you be l ieve Grade A da iry 
farmers do not use better production pract ices . Af ter you have 
selected the three cards , please hand me the res t .  
b .  Now , these three reasons are not _ of the same importance ; s o  
please g o  through them and dec ide which one is probably of most  
importance . P lease g ive me ·the number on . the back of the card . 
Also , please do this with the other two cards . 
I 
Rank 1 2 3 
Card Number 
Are there any other reasons why you bel ieve Grade A da iry 
farmers do not adopt recommended dairy product ion practices? 
TO THE INTERVIEWER : The purpose of this next question is to f ind out 
if the respondent--
( ! ) is  aware of  certain recommended practices 
(2) is interested in us ing them 
(3 ) has tr ied them 
(4) is s t i l l  us ing them , or will  use them when the need ar ises 
( 5 )  and his reasons for never trying the prac t ices , or for not us ing 
them af te� _ trying them. 
INTERVIEWER hand each card to respondent separate ly after saying : 0 I 
have here a set of cards . On each card is a dairy product ion pract ice . _ 
Would you read each card and te l l  me whether or not you have tr ied that 
practice? "  ( Check  Yes or No in the "Has Tr ied" column below . ) 
In his reply , the respondent may a lso  answer the other four point s .  If  
not;. , interviewer will  ask appropr iate ques.t ions to  obtain the answers .  
Check in appropr iate co lumns be low. 
8 .  
1 31 
Is Using 
Read or Inter- or Has 
Heard of es ted in Wi l l  Use Tried 
Grade A Dairy Production Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes No 
Practices (a)  (b) Cc)  (d)  (e )  ( f) (g ) (h) 
I 
( 1 )  Using artificia l in-
semination in the 
breeding of 50% or 
more of your cows 
(exc lude heifers)  
i.  Reasons for never trying practice OR not  using after trying 
( 2 ) Breeding each cow to 
a bu l l  of the same 
breed I I 
i.  Reasons for never trying practice OR not using after trying 
(3 ) Having a basis for 
weighing feed and 
grain according to 
production with 
specia l attention 
to assure that high 
producers receive 
enough grain ( i . e .  
1 -3 or 1 -4) I I I I 
i.  Reasons for never trying practice OR not using it after try� 
ing 
, ____________________________ _ 
(4)  Providing an adequate 








---+-__ .._I ___ J_ __._J _ __..l_---cl 
i.  Reasons for never trying practice OR not using it after try-
ing ____________________________ _ 
( 5) Providing high quality 
silage (i . e .  corn cut 





_I __ I __ I _ _._I __ .._, ___ J_ __._, _ __..I __ I
io Reasons for never trying practice OR not using it after try-
ing ____________________________ _ 
(6) Providing enough rough 
age ( 2½ lb . of hay 
equivalent per cwt •. of 
body weight daily) by 
supplementing silage 
with hay ( 1 -2 tons 













Will Use Tried 
Yes No Yes No 
(e) (f) (g) (h) 
i .  Reasons for never trying practice OR not using it after try­
ing 
-----------------------------
( 7 )  Providing high quality 
hay ( i. e. alfalfa cut 
at bud to 1/10 bloom 
stage , grasses and 
small grains in boot 
stage) 
i. Reasons for never trying practice OR not using it after try­
ing -----------------------------
( 8) Providing hay and/or 
s ilage when cows are 
on pasture I I I I I 
i. Reasons for not trying practice OR not using it after trying 
( g) ::�:!� i�i-�n a:�:�
u
::; I I I I I I I I 
·
1 
cow) of improved pas-
ture (e.g o  orchard 
grass and ladino) 
i .  Reasons for never trying practice OR not using it after trying 
( IO)  Providing sufficient 
summer pasture (\ to 
½ A.  per cow) I I I I I 
i.  Reasons for not trying practice OR not using it after trying 
(11) Keeping adequate milk 
production records on 
a per cow basis (i o e o  
D. H. I. R . ,  D, Ho I.A . ,  
W.A. D.A . M. )  
Read of 
Heard of 
Yes · No 








Will Use Tried 
Yes No Yes No 
(e )  (f ) ( g )  (h)  
i. Reasons for never trying practice OR not using it after try­
ing 
·-----------------------------
(12) Raising at least 7 5% ofl• 
all herd replacements 
.___..._ ___________ .....I ______ __, 
i. Reasons for not trying practice OR not using it after trying 
(13)  - Annually providing an 
I I I I I I I average of sixty days per cow for dry period ,___...._ ________________________ __, 
i� Reasons for never trying OR not using it after trying 
----
(14) Maintaining a 12-14 
month calving period 
for each cow in the 
herd I I I I I I I I I 
i .  Reasons for not trying practice OR not using it after trying 
( 1 5 )  
i. Reasons for never trying OR not using it  after trying 
·----
i. Reasons for not trying practice OR not using it after trying 
(17 )  Vaccinating all calves 
(at 4-10 months of age 
for brucellosis , black 














Will Use Tried 
Yes No Yes No 
(e) (f) ( g )  (h) 
i o Reasons for never trying OR not using it after trying 
, ___ _ 
i. Reasons for not trying practice OR not using it after trying 
( 19)  Using a strip cup on 
each cow before each 
milking I I I I I I I I I 
i .  Reasons for not trying practice OR not using it after trying 
( 20) Having a routine check 
made ( every 6 mo . )  of 
milking system as to 
recommend vacuum level 
and pulsation rate 
(varies with manufac­
turer) 
i .  Reasons for not trying practice OR not using it after trying 
( 21) Providing separate 
feeding and loafing 
areas for the milk­
ing herd I I I I I I I I I 
i. Reasons for not trying practice OR not using it after trying 
(22)  Systematica l ly using a 
recommended method of 
Fly Control around 












Wil l  Use Tried 
Yes No Yes No 
(e ) (f) (g) (h) 
i .  Reasons for not trying practice OR not using it after trying 
ii. TO INTER VIEWER : If recommended method is used , expl ain the 
system mentioned 
-----------------------
(23 ) Getting the advice of 
professiona l dairy 
workers 
i. Reasons for not trying practice OR not using it after trying 
9 , During the past year , have you talked with anyone about the manage­
ment of your dairy herd? 
a .  Yes b .  No 
--- ---
TO THE INTER VIEWER : If No,  skip to question 1 1 . If yes , ask question 
10 first . 
10 . With whom have you talked? (Check one or more of the f ol l owing . 
If respondent gives names , write them at the side and check list 
later . )  
a .  County agent __ g .  Milk plant fie ld man __ 
b .  Extension dairyman __ h .  Feed dea ler or sa lesman 
c .  Loca l veterinarian i.  Banker or P . C . A .  representative __ 
d .  D. H. I . A a supervisor __ j .  Neighbor or friend (other dairy-
e .  A . B . A .  technician men 
f .  Vo-Ag teacher k o  Health department sanitar �an __ 
--
1 .  Other (please specify) __ 
1 1 . From which of the fol lowing other sources did you receive informa ­
tion useful in the management of your dairy herd during the past 
year? 
a .  Univ , bu lletins and publications f .  Radio 
b .  Commercia l (feed company bul letins)_ g. Te levision 
c .  Farm magazines h. Farm meetings __ 
d .  Daily newspapers_ i. Fie ld days and tours 
e .  Weekly newspapers __ j .  News letters 
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12 . What was the highest grade level that you completed? ( Circle one) 
0 1234567 8  9 I O  11 1 2  I 2 3 4 
None Grade Sch. H. s .  Col. Underg. 
Bachelor ' s  
Degree 




13.  Age of respondent? 
a. Under 25 
---
b. 25 - 34 
---
c. 35 - 44 
---
d. 45 - 54 
---
e. 55 - 64 
---
f. 65 or more 
14. What plans do you have for the future management of your dairy herd? 
(Including 23 practices listed earlier plus any other mentioned ) 
15. (If respondent says he has no plans in question 14 above, ask why 
not . ) 
































1 7 .  How many dairy animals in each of the fol lowing c lassifications d id 
you have last year? 
a. Dairy cows milked 
b. Dairy heifers over 1 year of age 
c. Dairy heifers under 1 year of age 
d. Dairy bu lls 
Total Registered Grade 
18.  How many dairy _animals in each of the classifications did you have 
in the following breeds? (check with question 17 to see totals are 
same. ) 
Breed 
a. Brown Swiss 
b. Guernsey 
c .  Holstein 
d .  Jersey 
e. Other (please 
specify) 
Number of Cows 
Regis. Grade 
Number of Heifers Number of Bul ls 
Regis. Grade Regis. Grade 
19. Do you now have more , the same or fewer dairy cows than you had last 
year? 
a. More i. How many more? 
i. Why? 
ii o Why? _________ _ 
b. Same 
--------
c. Fewer i. How many fewer? 
20. How do you breed your heifers? 
ii. Why? 
----------
a. Artificial ly __ _ b .  Natural ly __ _ 
21 . What type of bull  do you use on your heifers? 
a. Dairy __ b. Beef 
---
22. What type of bul l  do you use on your cows? 
a .  Dairy __ b. Beef 
23 . What percent protein do you use in your dairy ration? 
a. 1 2% b. 14% c. 1 6% __ d. 18% __ e. Other (specify) __ 
24. Do you mix your own concentrates? 
a. Yes b. Some __ C o  No 
TO INTERVIEWER : If the answer to question 24 . above was Yes , skip 
to question 26 0 If the answer was Some or No , ask question 25. 
25. If you do not mix your own concentrates , how do you provide for 
them? _______________________________ _ 
26. Do you grind your hay? a. Yes b o  No 
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'ID INTERVIEWER : If the answer to question 26 above was Yes ,  ask 
question 27. If answer was No , skip to 28. 
27 . (Please explain how hay is ground and fed) 
------------
28. What type of hay do you usually feed? 
a. Legume __ _ b .  Grass 
---
c. Legume-grass __ _ 
29. How do you supply salt and minerals? 
a. Mix in ration b o  Supply them free choice 
c .  Other (specify) 
---
30. What source(s) of water do you have for your herd? 
a. Drinking cups in barn __ b. Other water in barn __ c. Water 
outside barn d. Pond e. Stream 
-- --
31. If you have a pond , what d istance is it from the barn? yds. 
----
32. If you have a stream , what distance is it from the barn? _yds. 
33 . What type of milking set up do you have? 
a. Stanchion b. Elevated stall c. Other (specify) __ 
34. Do you have a bulk tank? 
a. Yes b. No 
35 . If you do have a bulk tank , what is its capacity? 
3 6 .  Do you have a pipeline system? 
a.  Yes b. No 
---
gallons 
37 .  If you do  have a pipeline system , does it inc lude a workable weigh­
ing device? 
a. Yes b. No 
'IO INTERVIEWER: If the answer to question 37 was Yes , ask question 
38. If no , skip to question 39 below. 
38 . Do you use the weighing device? 
a. Yes b o No If not , why not? ________ _ 
1 39 





a .  Under 30  e .  60 - 69  
b .  30  - 39  f .  7 0 or above 
c .  40 - 49 g .  Box ( free) sta l ls 
d .  so - 59 
Do you have a s ilo? 
a .  Yes b .  No 
TO INTERVIEWER : I f  the answer to  ques t ion 40 above is Yes , ask 
quest ion 41 � If no , skip to question 42 . 
What type ( s )  o f  s i lo( s )  d o  you have? What s ize? What type of 
cover do you use? 
� £!. S ilo S ize '.!XEe of Cover 





Who does the milking? 
a .  Owner b .  Tenant c .  Other (please spec ify) 
43 . If person other than owner milks , how is he paid? 
a .  Percentage__ b .  Sa lary __ c .  Comb inat ion ( spec ify) __ 
44 . (OPTIONAL) Approximate ly what was your tota l (gross )  family income 
las t year? (Hand card to respondent and ask h im to se lect a cate­
gory . )  
a .  0- 1999  
---
i .  1 6 , 000- 1 7 , 99 9  
b .  2 , 000-3 , 9 99 j .  1 8 , 000-1 9 , 999 
c .  4 , 000-5 , 999 k. 20 , 000-2 1 , 999  
d .  6 , 000-7 , 999  1 .  2 2 , 000-23 , 9 99 
e .  8 , 000-9 , 999  m .  24 , 000-25 , 999  
f .  10 , 000-1 1 , 99 9  n .  2 6 , 000-29 , 9 99 
g .  12 , 000- 13 , 999  o .  30 , 000-49 , 9 99  
h .  14 , 000-15 , 99 9  p. 50 , 000-99 , 9 99  
45 . How would you rate the present cond it ion and value of your da iry herd? 
a ,  Exce l lent __ _ c .  Fair 
---
b .  Good d .  Poor 
--- ---
Name of Respondent 
--------------------------
Address County Number 
------------- -------- -----
Date Tenure status 
--------------- -----------
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QUESTIONS FOR THE INTERVIEWER TO ANSWER (Not in interview) 
Name of Respondent 
----------------------------




46 . Pounds of milk sold last year ___ Percent B. F. Test ______ _ 
�verage bacterial count last year ________ �--------
47 . All people do not adopt practices at the same time. About where 
would you place the respondent with respect to adopting new recom­
mended dairy practices? 
a .  Among the first few __ c. Sooner than the average __ 
b. Soon after the first few d. A little later than most 
e-. Among the last few 
48 .  Is the respondent 
a. Man b. Woman 
49. interest of respondent in improving his dairy management (in inter­
viewer ' s  judgement) . 
a. Very interested __ c. Indifferent 
b. Somewhat interested d ,  Not interested 
SO. Respondent ' s  attitude toward survey (in interviewer ' s  judgement) 
a ., Friendly __ c. Indifferent 
b. Somewhat friendly __ d .  Antagonistic_ 
S I. Should the respondent pay more attention to management of his dairy 
herd in light of his situation? 
a . Yes b o  No c. Uncertain 
52.  How well do you know the respondent? 
a. Very well __ c. Not very well __ 
b. Fairly well __ d. Not at all 
53 . How familiar are you with the respondent ' s  dairy situation? 
a. Very familiar __ c. Not very familiar __ 
b. Fairly familiar __ d .  Not familiar 
54. If very or fairly familiar with their dairy situation , how would 
you rate the present condition and value of his dairy herd? 
a. Excellent c. Fair 
b .  Good d. Poor 
